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Attacker targets Tacoma area students
ROBERT MCCOOL

SAFETY TiPS

Staff Writer

Use the security escort
service.
• Always be aware of your
surroundings.
• Avoid walking past large
bushes or open fields.
• Stay in well lit areas where
there are other people.
• Travel in pairs or groups.
• Trust your instincts—if
you are in an uncomfortable
situation, leave the area.
* Report suspicious
individuals and activities to
campus security.

A rape in Puyallup and a series of attempted rapes in south Tacoma have put
neighborhood residents on edge, spurring
a heightened awareness of safety in the
area.
In the most recent incident, which occurred last Wednesday, a 17-year old student was raped on her way to Rogers
High School in Puyallup.
Authorities have also received five
separate reports of attempted rapes in
south Tacoma and Parkland. The latest
in that series of attacks occurred last
Tuesday, involving a student from Pacific Lutheran University who was able
to escape without harm.
"[The attack in Puyallup and those in
south Tacoma] are probably not related,"

said Detective Sergeant Jim Andrews of
the Sexual Assault Unit of Pierce County
Sheriff's Department. However, it appears that the same person is responsible
for the attacks in South Tacoma and
Parkland, he said.
Walt Huston, Director of Campus
Safety at FLU, confirmed that there had
been a total of four attempted rapes in
south Tacoma and Parkland. This number was also published in the Sept. 18
edition of The Tacoma News Tribune.
Andrews said the man responsible for
the attacks near PLU is a white male of
medium build and about six feet tall. He
is 35 to 40 years old, has brown hair with
some gray in it, and was wearing dark
clothes at the time of the attacks.
The south Tacoma rape suspect was
described as a white male 20 to 30 years
old. He wore light blue jeans, a blue shirt,

Senators hit the campaign trafl
JESSICA COFFMAN

Assistant News Editor
Senate nominees kicked off the first
round ofcampaign speeches on Sept. 15
in Marshall Hall. This year's group of
Senate candidates debated a wide range
of issues.
Many included promises to improve
communication between both faculty and
students, as well as UPS and the surrounding community. Some candidates
addressed specific issues such as creating places for students to park and lock
up their bicycles. Others spoke of forging a stronger bond between campus
houses and the main campus by having
the Tattler delivered to both locations.
A few candidates used their speech
time to offer to analyze certain aspects
of UPS politics, including a look at the
school's frenzied push to fulfill the selfperpetuated image as "the Harvard of the
West."
As a sign of the times, almost all of
the candidates pointed out that they are
accessible to the student body for questions via email.
Andrea Tonhey, freshman, running for
Residential Hall Senator, opened the hour
of speeches by declaring that she "had
no complaints, really," although she did
list poor lighting in study areas as a concern.
The second candidate for the Residential Hall position, freshman, Jonny Siu,
reminded the audience of his campain
slogan, "No Promises, No Bull." His
conversational speech focused on his
background as a high school debater and
Eagle Scout.
Running against Tohnhey and Siu,
freshman David B ahar also addressed the
issue of lighting in study areas, as well
as the need to enforce the campus policy

a blue Tweety Bird sweatshirt and a black
ski mask. The suspect was also described
as having a goatee or small beard.
"One of the most alarming aspects of
the attacks in both Puyallup and South
Tacoma is that they all occurred in broad
daylight," said Huston.
Knowledge of the attacks has made
students on his campus much more safety
conscious, he added. According to
Huston, there has been a four hundred to
five hundred percent increase in the use
of the campus escort service in recent
weeks.
Huston said he is glad to see so many
students using the service, but he emphasized that it has always been available.
"Young people tend to think they're
invulnerable," he said, and don't usually
please see Rape, page 3

IFC restructures Rush,
hoping for less show
TYA JOSEPHSON

Staff Writer

-

The IntraFraternity Council (JFC) recently voted to restructure Rush for this spring, implementing an open systern with more contact between rushees and Greek houses.
Dusty Cladis, IFC president, came to the IFC executive
council at the beginning of the semester with a plan for a
new Rush. The council-amended it and then presented it to
the general council, which consists of the president of each
house and a representative from each house. The general
council members had five days to talk to their houses, and
then voted last Sunday night.

My main push was to make Rush more of an
informal. Rush, where the freshmen have the
ability to interact with the Greeks as much as
they want.
—Dusty Cladis, IFC President
Freshman Kari Lambert gives a speech at The
Pizza Cellar on Wednesday, Sept. 23.
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of no smoking within thirty feet of
dorms. He added that, to compensate for
the policy, dry havens for smoking need
to be created.
The next three speakers of the evening
were campaigning for Freshman Senator seats. Freshman Rachael Quisenberry
spoke about her four years of student
government experience in southern California and suggested that the Senate establish faculty and freshman class dinners in order to improve communication.
Kari Lambert promised to "stick up"
for freshmen and she requested not only
votes, but input for the future. Her explease see Senate, page 2

In previous years, freshmen were only allowed about three
hours, spread over Rush week, to visit the various fraternity houses and talk to the residents. The times were rigidly scheduled, and the rushees were accompanied by IFC
members.
Under the new system, the houses are going to be open
all week. Rushees will have the opportunity to visit any
time they want, and experience what the houses are like at
different times of day.
"My main push was to make Rush more of an informal
Rush, where the freshmen have the ability to interact with
the Greeks as much as they want, to see what the house
looks like on a normal night, not a big show but actually
real," said Cladis.
Jeff Craig, Sigma Nu chapter president, disagreed. "I
don't feel that opening up the houses for more days is going to change what some people in IFC see as the problem

with Rush, which is basically that houses get to put on a
please see Greeks, page3
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NEWS
BRIEFS
Black Fire brings MTV's Belamy & Ice T
"Black Fire: From Ancestry to
Legacy" is the theme of the 1998-99
school year. Events for this theme year
have already been planned and more
are being organized.
The opening gala takes place on Saturday, followed by the theme year kickoff dinner-dance. The focus of "Black
Fire" is going to be a look back at African-American's history and a look
forward into their future in our nation.
Coronda Taliaferro, the student coordinator of Black Fire, said, "Black
Fire is not just for African-American

students, it is for everyone." She
views the event as both a "cultural"
and "spiritual experience."
Guest speakers scheduled throughout the year include: blues artist Jay
Mabin, Dewey Parker, the musical director of the Jackson Five, MTV host
Bill Belamy, and rap artist Ice T.
There is a possibility for additional
speakers to be included as student
planners continue to work on Black
Fire.
Please see next week's Trail for a
full-length news article on Black Fire.

Loggers host College Council Workshop
UPS hosted the Washington Council on High School and College Relations regional workshop in the Rotunda
on Wednesday, Sept. 23.
The event was one in a series of
workshops designed to aid high school
counselors in college admission advising. The couselors were provided with
updates on admission, information regarding financial aid, information from

the College Board on the ACT/SAT,
and discussion of local high school
issues. The overall purpose was to
insure high school faculties have the
information needed to assist college
bound students.
Several of these workshops are held
by various western Washingtion universities, and UPS volunteered to host
this event for the Fall of 1998.

TCH extends tutoring services to campus
The Student Literacy Core is seeking a few good men and women to
serve as tutors, in furthering a literacy
outreach to the community.
The literacy program is coordinated
through Tacoma Community House
and the UPS Community Involvement
and Action Committee (CIAC).
The program accepts willing and
qualified students, trains them, and then
pairs them with local residents in tutoring sessions. Tutoring is needed for
English as a Second Language (ESL)
and Adult Literacy (reading and writing fundamentals for English speakers).
Interested students should contact

Sarah Esch, student coordinator, at
573-0318.
Training workshops are already
scheduled, but it is not to late to attend them. The workshops are a series of sessions that provide tutors with
ideas for lessons, teaching techniques,
and instruction on different types of
learning styLes.
Until this year, community tutoring required trips to Tacoma Community House and to other off-campus
sites, unless specially arranged with a
commuter student. The new program
coordinated by Sarah Esch allows students the convenience of tutoring oncampus.

Conbnuedfroin froar page

perience includes serving on the school board as a
tion hears us," she stated. She expl ai ned that the
representative for her high school.
cross roads issue conce rn s the ch an ging image of
The third freshman candidate, Shannon Belding,
UPS, the admi ni stration's d ri ve to po rtray the unidid not give a speech.
versity as "the Harvard of the West" and the need
Michelle Cummings, sophomore, offered a
for more student input in the forging of this image.
speech for the On-Campus Senator seat although it
Dana Jaime, sophomore, cu rrently se rv es as an
is uncontested. She said that a "tight-knit commuR.A. Senator. She's wor ki ng on the ongoing project
nity" between campus houses and the main camof publishing a book of professor evaluations for
pus could be established by extending the Campus
students.
Network to all houses and developing a system of
Running for the Greek Senator position, were
Tattler delivery to campus houses.
sophomores Rebecca Kogan an d Bryhn Ireson.
Four candidates are running
___________
Kogan s ai d she would be "exfor the two available Senator
cited to represent the Greek
at Large seats.
system." She hopes to raise
"We have to mi ::i)rce out voices
Senior Art G ri ffith offered
student body enthusiasm and
an extensive analysis of UPS heard and we i ed to
support for school sporting
politics. "What has the Senate
events.
done in the last four ye ar s? I coordinate so t, F
Ireson noted that the Greek
don't know," Griffith asked. administration h ears us."
system provided an impo rt ant
He explained that the problem
part of the social atmosphere
Genie Crumb, Senior on campus and he added that
of unsubstantial change lies in
the "incremental" method of
signi fi cant ch anges have been
change. He desc ri bed student
accomplished in the past
problems as cyclical in nature and pointed out that
through the liason of th e Senate and th e Greek comthe small, incremental steps that Senate t ak es to munity, citing the creation of crosswallcs on U ni on
solve student issues doesn't adequately fit the cya few ye ar s ago.
clical nature of the problems. G ri ffi th promised to
The l as t two speeches conce rn ed Off-Campus
"fight for dynamic change."
Senator positions. J an et Heiss, senior, delv ed into
Running against Griffith, sophomore Keith
student issues immediately, including, the need for
Kelley, lamented the recent loss of two s tu dent p arkbicycle p arking and a coordinating superstructure
ing lots an d the hi ri ng of a secu ri ty guard who works
for all outdoor programs that would encompass the
fu ll time writing tickets. He complained that UPS
OUTHAUS, Schiff Hall, and the Expeditionary.
is run like a business and he pointed out that stuJim Harwood, sophomore, hopes to see commudents only reclaim 25 percent of the original cost
nication between off-campus s tu dents and the main
on the resale of books. Kelley also mentioned that
campus improve through Trail an d Tattler delivery
he hopes to work for lengthening SUB hours.
and via email.
Genia Crumb, senior, described UPS as a comAs of Sept. 23, Crumb, and Griffith, have withmunity at cross roads. "We have to make our voices
drawn from the election campaign. Th ey could not
heard and we need to coordinate so the administrabe reached for comment.

TO VOTE
29 AND 30
BALLOT TABLE WILL BE STATIONEDIN THE SUB
LOOK FOR THE ASUPS REPRESENTATIVE.
ELECTION DATEs: SEPT.

OFFICEs ON THE BALLOT:

I" FRESHMAN SENATOR

v Orr CAMPUS
v" SENATOR-AT-LARGE (2)
v' RESIDENTIAL HALL SENATOR
V GREEK SENATOR
V ON-CAMPUS SENATOR
LAST ROUND OF SENATE CANDIDATE DEBATES:
MODAY

• A Security staff member
discovered extensive graffiti in
the Men's bathroom on the first
floor of the Wheelock Student
Center. The graffiti was done
in black pen, and was for the
most part, not legible.
• A Resident Assistant from
Todd Hall reported damage to
hail decorations put up for participation in "Hall-I-Daze."
Several doors in the hail and
the wooden banister were also
damaged.
• A Resident Assistant from
Todd Hall complained to Security about inappropriate
phrases and pictures drawn in
chalk outside the hail.

on Ca.m~. plu
.
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17-21

* Remember to utilize the Security
Escort Service, secure personal properly when not in use and report suspicious activity to Security Services at
extension 3311.

THEFT
• Two students reported the
theft of personal calculators
they had left in one of the storage cubbies in the Fitness
Center. The calculators were
stored during a class and discovered missing by the Students when they returned.

LOBBY

• Security and Tacoma Police contacted an unwanted

guest on campus. The individual was asked to not return
to University property.
• A non-student was observed operating a motor vehicle in a reckless manner near
North 15th and Alder Streets.
The driver failed to honor a
stop sign and was traveling in
excess of 25pmh.
• A student reported to Security that her vehicle was the
victim of a hit-and-run accident while parked on Union
Ave. near North 14th Street.
The vehicle received damage
to the right rear corner.

SEPT. 28

IN THE GREEK HOUSES.

NEED EXTRA MONEY?
EARN $18,000 PART TIME!
Sure, YOU could use the extra money—who couldn't?
The Army Reserve can help you earn more than
$18,000 during a standard enlistment, part time, plus
some great benefits, with opportunities to qualify for
even more money to continue your education. You'll
also be getting valuable hands-on skill training that will
last you a lifetime.
Good extra money. Lots of opportunities. A place
to make new friends. Give the Army Reserve your
serious consideration.
Think about it. Then think about us. Then call:

1 -800-USA-ARMY
www.goarmy.com
BE ALL YOU CAN BE

ARMY RESERVE

We Ws

9.24.96
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Residential Programs
restructures services
ROBERT McCOOL

Student Development incorporates not
only Residential Programs, but provides
advising and assistance in the areas of
Student Leadership Development,
Students returning to campus may
have noticed some changes in the Office Theme Living, Student Conduct, Orientation and First Year Experience, Fraterof Residential Programs this semester.
Undergoing more than just a name nities and Sororities, Adventure Educachange, Residential Programs has been tion, and Sexuality Issues Clubs.
As part of its
restructured and inrestructuring
corporated into an
within the Office
expanded Office of
The idea behind changing the
of Student DevelStudent Developopment, Residenment.
name of the office was to
tial Programs has
"The idea behind
also made several
changing the name signify the wide range of
staff changes.
of the office was to services that we offer students.
"There were not
signify the wide
—Jim Hoppe, Director of enough staff to
range of services that
we offer students,"
Residential Programs help students in
the residence halls
said Jim Hoppe, Asbefore," explained
sociate Dean for StuHoppe. Residendent Development
tial Programs has now provided two area
and Director of Residential Programs.
While Residential Programs dealt spe- coordinators to assist students living in
the halls.
cifically with on-campus residential isDavid Trant is the north coordinator,
sues in the past, the new Office of Student Development has a much broader and Debbie Carpenter is the coordinator
for the south quad. As area coordinators,
goal, explained Hoppe.
Part of this goal is to ensure that first they will supervise RAs, co-advise the
year students make a smooth transition RHAC, and work with hall government
into college life, he said. This transition and councils.
Justin Canny has also taken the new
starts with orientation, and then moves
position of Adventure Education Coorto student housing. It also involves students becoming active and taking lead- dinator, and he will work with students
ership positions on campus throughout living in the Outdoor Adventure Hall and
the Outhaus.
their college experience,

Staff Writer
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Rape

Continued from front page

consider safety issues. "That will get other people out there who'd like to commit similar crimes, but just haven't taken
them in a lot of trouble."
Todd Badham, Director of Security the initiative yet, he explained. "Two
Services at UPS, echoed the message. weeks from now, after they catch this
"Ideally you'd like people to exercise a guy, don't forget [to be safe]. It's still
certain degree of caution all the time," important."
Security Services at UPS offers a
he said.
The recent attackers in Puyallup and twenty-four hour escort service for stusouth Tacoma have repeated themselves dents on and off campus. For more into the extent that they are now in the me- formation about this or other services ofdia, he added. There are probably many fered by Security please call x3311.

OPEN FORUMS

&

CAMPUS EVENTS
ASK Night will be held Sept. 24 from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. in the Rotunda. Over
seventy alumni from diverse career fields will be present to answer questions
about life after UPS. All students are welcome to mingle and learn.
Dean of Students Judith Kay will he available for inlbrmal conversation in
\'larshal! Hall on Sept. 25 from 12:30 to 1:30 p.m. Look for the Diak,gu" with
the Dean" sicn on her table.
All students are invited to attend the school .cars first Fireside
hosted by President and N1r, Pierce. The dinner ss 1] take place at the 1: : :
house at 6:00 p.m. on Tues.. Oct. 6. ihost' interested slo'd sign '.: in the
Presidents Office, Jones 109.
Pierce Counts Hunger Walk will he held on Oct. Ii at 1:00 p.m at Bi.k.t
Stadium Vlunters are needcd for fund-raising and w!kne as well as staff:
i'o'
mg tables and '. aer tables. Tcarn p'r'.nation j'''1ce'p'
-'".se call 383-3056 or go to he info Cniet.

Senate regulates appointment
JESSICA COFFMAN

Assistant News Editor
The new guidelines for the Sophomore Senator
appointment, hailed by President Rafael Gomez as
the "ultimate compromise," invite students to voice
their opinions through the creation of an open forum.
Senator David Bowe constructed the guidelines
with the intent of addressing the central issue of last
week's Senate debate: should the vacant sophomore seat be filled by election or appointment?
In the final vote, the Senate decided to institute
appointment. However, the proponents of election
recently found new hope in Bowe's guidelines.
The guidelines reserve a space in the appointment
process for student input before the final Senate vote.
Article IV, section 1, calls for an "open forum to
review the candidate's credibility and the nomination process."
The open forum is also intended as an opportunity for the student body to voice concern about the
Senate's decision to replace the election process with
the policy of appointment. The Senate hopes to ensure correct representation of its constituents in this
matter.
"Honestly, I wrote it (the guidelines) this way
because I do want to have feedback from students,"
Bowe said. Bowe, one of the Senators who originally opposed the appointment idea, hopes the open

Greeks
show for freshmen. I think now it is going to be a
seven day show."
Andy Peterson, Sigma Nu member, agrees with
some reservations. "[The Greeks] can't sell their
houses, which is good for the rushees to see what
the house is really like, but the houses have to be
prepared twenty-four hours a day, which puts a lot
of pressure on the active members."
In the past, under the closed system, Greeks were
discouraged from having much contact with the
rushees. Now Greeks can take rushees out to dinner and socialize with them during Rush week.
"A lot of [secretiveness] was fear based," Cladis
commented. "We had never worked as a team before. [Greeks] were afraid that one house would badmouth the other houses."
Ryan Tiederman, Rush chair, approves of the
changes: "This gives houses a chance to be creative
in Rush and to come up with creative ways to get

forum will serve as a "point where frustrated SWdents can have their say."
The upcoming open forum will be advertised at
least two days in advance via both the Tattler, and
printed flyers which will be distributed to all clubs,
residence halls, on-campus housing, and Greek residences, as called for by the guidelines. The forum
will be included in a formal Senate meeting, where
the final confirmation vote on the candidate will be
held.
Senator Wayland Cossey, one of the proponents
for election, commented on Tuesday: "I was happy
that the Senators who decided to go with special
election were responsible enough to put guidelines
behind it."
Article ifi, sections 1-4, of the guidelines specify
a selection process that includes of open election
procedures. Each candidate must collect thirty signatures, submit a formal resume to the appointment
committee, seek recommendation from campus
leaders, and receive unanimous approval by the
committee.
The appointment selection process differs from
routine election procedures in the last stage: the
candidate who secures the appointment committee's
approval must finalize his/her position by a major ity Senate vote.
"[The guidelines] almost reverse the appointment process," Gomez said. But he added, "I think
they are appropiate given the Senate's sentiment."

Continued from fmntpge

The implementation of open Rush brings up concerns about dirty rushing, since the visiting times
are not as structured as before.
"What I'm worried about are some dirty Rush
problems. If you allow freshmen to go behind
closed doors without IFC people walking through.
you get a lot of freshmen who are pressured,
even while on an informal level within the houses,"
said Wayland Cossey, Phi Delta Theta member.
At the end of Rush week, each house gives a
party, known as Crossover, during which the Greek
houses are open to all UPS students. With the recent national outbreak of alcohol related accidents,
Cladis is concerned about making this event as safe
as possible.
"The party at the end of the night is still on as of
right now but we're going to work on increasing
safety measures before we're actually going to say
we'll do it and w&il oct final apnro7al from the
Ci'
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Rototiffiers and ducks make way for poppies
BECKY BROWNING

News Editor
The construction of a biological test garden at 17th and Alder Street is causing confusion among students and staff. The
garden, which should be planted in the upcoming weeks, will
be a study site for experimentation with California poppies.
Senior biology major Eli Zygmuntowicz, who is centering
a thesis project on the site, is working in coordination with
Betsy Kirkpatrick of the Biology Department to get the garden underway. "We're interested in understanding what limits
California poppies. This is their Northern-most range; they
don't grow in Seattle," said Kirkpatrick.
Kirkpatrick and students involved in the
research believe the density of surrounding vegetation may play a role in the suecess of the poppy growth. The garden will
We're interinclude many small plots of poppies surested in
rounded by different types of vegetation,
understandincluding perrenial and annual grasses.
ing what
In thpast Kirkpatrick and her students
limits Califor- have attempted to complete their research
on poppies growing naturally in the
niaonnies
t
Tacoma area, but have encountered too
This is their
many problems. Frequently the study sites
Northernwere along highways and would be
mowed by the state.
most range;
When TCI laid a cable through one of
they don t
the plots, Kirkpatrick began to get frusgrow in
trated. "So, at the end of the summer I
Seattle."
asked for a plot that I could be in control
of,"
she said.
—Betsy
As work started on the garden plot durKirkpatrick ing the second week of September, conBiology fused students living in the lot adjacent to
Professor the site, called Facilities Services to find
out what was happening. Kyle Hays, student and resident of a house near the lot,
said, "We asked them what was going on
and the guy said that the Biology Department wanted to put a
garden there."
Hays said that the crew working on the lot started off with
rototillers and switched to more heavy machinery later in the
day. After that, "they watered it for about two days and it just
turned into a big mud pit," said Hays.
Later however, Hays and housemate Seth English were told
that the location had not been approved for a garden. Adding
to the confusion, work seemed to have stopped on the garden
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project. English remarked, "It's just sitting out there. They
took the sprinkler away and there is nothing but some cinder
blocks and an occasional beer can."
English did note some action in the lot. Ducks have taken a
liking to the sizable mud hole that resulted from the Facilities
sprinklers. "By December we hope to have some Canada
geese," said English.
Kirkpatrick assures that preparation of the space is not a
mistake. "It's in a wonderful spot [for the garden]! I'm just
pleased as punch about this," she said. Planting should begin
in the next two weeks. Researchers, who are starting the poppies from seed, must pay close attention to weather changes
and the schedule limits they will create.
"I know that all the materials are in. I think [Facilities Services] is just short on people power right now," Kirkpatrick
said.

Hays and English have brainstormed several alternative uses
for the lot. "It could be converted into parking,"Hays suggested.
"It would be at least six spots." And English said, "Hopefully
they'll put in new grass and an orange fence so we can't walk
on it."
But Kirkpatrick confirms that poppies will soon be in place.
"So that's what's going on in the mud hole," she said. "The
project has just been handed from one person to another," resulting in the confusion.
Jon Robbins, Acting Director of Facilities Services, agreed.
"My understanding as of three weeks ago, was that [the gar den] was going in there," explained Robbins, who had been
on vacation for two weeks. He believes the confusion resulted
from, "my ignorance when the neighbor called. The guys at
the top are always the last to know."

OVER ONE MILLION
OF THE BEST
MINDS IN AMERICA
HAVE ALREADY
CHOSEN THE UST
RETIREMENT SYSTEM,
TIAA-CER.U.

W

hen it comes to planning a comfort-

able future, America's best and

world (based on assets under management).
Today, TIAA-CREF can help you

brightest turn to the expert: TIAA-CREE

achieve even more of your financial goals.

With over $230 billion in assets under

From tax-deferred annuities and IRAs to

management, we're the world's largest

mutual funds, you'll find the flexibility

retirement system, the nation's leader in

and choice you need, backed by a proven

customer satisfaction,' and the overwhelm-

history of performance, remarkably low

ing choice of people in education, research,

expenses, and peerless commitment to

and related fields.

personal service.

Expertise You Can Count On

Find Out For Yourself

For 80 years, TIAA-CREF has intro-

To learn more about the world's pre-

duced intelligent solutions to America's long-

mier retirement organization, talk to one

term planning needs. We pioneered the

of our retirement planning experts at

portable pension, invented the variable

1 800 842-2776. Or better still, speak to

annuity, and popularized the very concept

one of your colleagues. Find out why,

of stock investing for retirement. In fact,

when it comes to planning for tomorrow,

we manage the largest stock account in the

great minds think alike.

Telemarketers Wanted!

Visit us on the Internet at www.tiaa-cref.org

• Part-time positions
• Full-time postitions
• Apply at 3004 6th Ave.
(by Cedar & Junette)
• 404-0011, ask for Kip

;T

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it

5 DAL,BAR, Inc.. 1997 Dqflwd Costrtbotu,n Exc,.&net Rat,,,g,,. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. CREF certificates and interests
in the TIAA Real Estate Account are distributed by TIAA-CREF individual and institutional Services. For more complete information, iecludmg charges and expenses, call 1 800 842.2733, extension 5509, for the prospectuses. Read them carefully before you invest or send money.
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Fall Senate
Elections

FROM ACESTUV TO
LEGACY

.

Your
vote
counts!

Greek speeches:
Sept. 28

Fri. & Sat. 9/25-26
7:00 and 9:30 p.m.

z
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U

FriJii', Sept. 5
@I:9O, Rotundi
Theme Veiir KicL.øIf
Reception

SiituircIi.', Sept. 26
I!1iirhiiI1 HiII
7:0 Dinner, RSVP @
I n $or .miiti on Center
9:00 Sc.IFor.mjuI
Diince

Sun. 9/27
8:30 p.m.

Visit Senate
Thursdays @ 6:30 p.m.
Murray Boardroom
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happy to see that most of this money was
filtered back into the UPS student community.
I am currently on the Elections Committee which is responsible for the upcoming
elections on September 29 & 30 in the
Wheelock Student Center (The SUB).
One of the senate projects I have this term
is to imprdve the fitness center. Such as
magazine/book racks for the stairmasters
and bikes, and possible magazine or
newspaper subscriptions.
One of the most intriguing things was
the passage of the 1998-99 budget (for
those of you that don't know most of the
budget comes from student dues paid at
the beginning of the year). Being that
students pay approximately $150, I was

As Senator-at-Large I do represent all of
the students at UPS. Feel free to contact
me in the ASUPS office at x3600 or email
me at: kkohler@ups.edu about any concerns, or possible senate projects.
Kesa Kohler

VOTING:
Sept. 29 and 30
in WSC
For profiles on each
candidate running for
ASUPS office, don't
forget to check out
this week's Features
spread on pages 10
and 11!

*
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It is not my intention to bark my
pinions at you from this little
'ox. This column is here to
it orrn you of individual issues
.'. hich ASUPS is currently
kaling with and solicit your
opinions on .. iit we as your representatives
should do. First issue: parking. Anyone who
drives knows that since this summer's construction, parking on campus is difficult. The
university is currently evaluating the situation
and it is our turn to air complaints and suggest
changes. So I invite. all of you to let us know
your feelings, maybe drop a couple of suggestions, or just state your opinion. Email me at
rgomez@ups.edu , call us at x3600 or talk to a
friendly senator.
)

Your Pres,
Rafael Gomez
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Campus bands offer
tunes for every taste
• CMN serves up music
for the funk buff and
cheese connoisseur

new songs and is working on moving its style away from funk
and into rock. They plan on performing in the Rendezvous on
Oct. 2 and during Parent's Weekend. The members are also
hoping to take their music into Seattle/Tacoma area bars.

Lyster Lower

LAURA HAYCOCK

The beach balls have been put away and SPANK is over for
another year. Those involved in Campus Music Network can
rest easy again and kick up their feet. The rest of us can feel
honored to have been graced once more by the music of our
campus bands. Well, at least the 290 of us who went to the
concert last Friday. For those of you who missed it, don't worry.
Here's your chance to hear about the bands and see where
they'll be showing up next. So, while we might forgive you
for missing this one, just be sure you don't let it happen again.

In accordance with past performances, Lyster Lower added
a very energetic element to this year's SPANK line-up, inspiring the audience to bounce, mosh, and sing along. Formed in
early 1998, the band includes Lew Roberts IV (vocals), Sol
Cantwell (guitar), Jason Gough (bass), Mike Tiemann (trumpet), and Tim Morelli (drums).
According to Gough, the band terms themselves as "an original blend of ska, punk and funk." Lyster Lower has had several invitations to play at off-campus locations this year, including some UW frats. Through the course of the year, they
will be working on new songs and are hoping to add more
horns to the ensemble.

The Funk if I Know

The Flying Quandra

Seen playing together several times on campus during the
past two years, Jesse Turcotte (guitar and vocals), Dan Abrams
(bass), Connor Sloan (percussion), and Evan Mullins (keyboard) have come together to provide their listeners with lively,
dance-inspiring jams. According to Abrams, the band combines "blues, funk, and rock & roll music ... into something we
call 'blues fusion." This year they will be focusing on creating more songs and drawing a larger off-campus following.
They expect to play at the Goldfish Tavern some time during
the next month.

If you can imagine an "anti-climatic silence in heaven," this
is what the Flying Quandra offers, according to band member
Andy Rick. The band was formed in the spring semester of
1997, and since then has had many changes in players and
style. Their music is unique, and takes random turns as the
members trade instruments—guitars, drums, keyboard and
whatever else they can find. This year they aim to "ruin music," and generally be"anti-technique."
Flying Quandra will play in the Rendezvous at least once
this semester, and will also be appearing in late October at the
CD release party for R2 Theory, a band they have created on
the side. Also, look out for the emergence of their new band,
Tollhouse, which will be a completely different style.

Assistant A&E Editor

Mission Incredible
Several former members of The Back Pages have formed a
new band called Mission Incredible, which premiered at
SPANK this year. Mission Incredible features Amo Deobello
on guitar and vocals, Doug Turnball on bass, Trevor
Corneliusen on violin, and Terry Kyte on drums.
Comeliusen has curiously described their distinct sound as
"Jamaican bobsledding meets country." The band has several

_

The Make—Out Gang
As Ted Spas, bassist and singer for The Make-Out Gang,
aptly put it, "we're a high-velocity, fashion punk tease that
will never deliver on its promises." Started only a month ago,
Spas stated that the band aims to "create guerrilla raids on as

BLUE MC
Passion in the Desert

PG-

6:00 p.m. nightly; Sat /Sun matinee 1:30 p.m.

Beyond Silence
8:00 p.m. nightly; Sat/Sun matinee 3:30 p.m.

L-j

Adults $4 - Seniors or 16 & under $3
Show us your UPS Collegiate Plus Card!!!

Led by Jo Compton, RM, LMT
Location: YWCA - 405 Broadway - Tacoma

October
Sunday, 18th - lOam to Noon
Sunday, 25th - lOam to Noon
Doors will close at 10:15 am
$10 Regular • $5 w/UPS lID

Pee
ktI4/

Mi ll
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an expressive Danee to
Heal the Body, Open the
Mind & Lft the Spirit. .

Call 253-573-1203 for more information

many stages as we can . . .and generally cause mayhem." Also
in the band are Spanky Pruett on guitar and Frank Guertler on
drums. At SPANK, The Make-Out Gang's performance was
accompanied by a creative setting and an interactive style, with
members handing out flowers and cigars and stepping off the
stage and into the crowd. Look out for a battle of the bands in
which they will take on their rival band, The Lesbian.

Da Fuhd
Not seen at SPANK, this band is still recomposing itself
after a brief semester hiatus. Originally formed in the fall of
1997, the band now aims to establish a strong listener community and bring the band beyond its formative stage.
"I like to think of our music as a blend of cheeses," said
guitarist Brother Fuhd, also known as Tim Wertin. "We start
with the bass as a nice stinky bleu cheese, spiced with a bit of
pepperjack from the guitars and topped with a generous sprinkling of parmesan percussion. We like texture and variety in
our cheese and are trying to create an eclectic blend that will
please the true music connoisseur." Da Fuhd also features Little
Fuhd (Justin Brunjes) on guitar and bass, and Uncle Fuhd (Scott
Schoeggl) on drums. They will be appearing in the Rendezvous within the next semester and also hope to play in the
surrounding Tacoma area.

Writing seminar builds on
themes of West Seattle poet
KAMALA ELLIS

AT1j

il
September
Sunday, 27th - lOam to Noon

I

Amo Deobello of Mission Incredible performs
during last week's SPANK concert

A&E Editor
Celebrating the life and work of poet
Richard Hugo, the Richard Hugo House
will be holding a weekend-long seminar
commemorating Hugo's extensive work
regarding place and the sense of belonging. The Power of Place, starting Oct. 2,
will cost three dollars per day for students. A special reading on Saturday, Oct.
4 will cost an additional eight dollars for
those who attend.
On the weekend of its official dedications, the Hugo House is using this symposium as a stepping stone for a series
of annual events regarding writing and
the arts. These events will each "pose and
respond to a significant cultural question
drawn from the arts, politics and the
media," writes April Denonno in the Sep.
1998 issue of the house's newsletter Rewrite. The question for this event is that
of "What is place?"

The seminar hopes to focus _____
on the theme of "overlooked
places" in literature to see "how ______
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adopt such places and re-admit
them to culture at large," said
Hugo House Vice President
Frances McCue.
The events of the three-day
seminar include the viewing of
Kicking the Loose Gravel
Home, a film-portrait of Hugo,

The Povver of Place:

A Celebration of
Richard Hugo's Work
When:
Oct. 2 - Oct. 4
Where:
Richard Hugo House
in Seattle

a tour of Hugo's West Seattle
stomping grounds, a youth
How Much:
open mic and several discus$3/day for students
sions. Family members, former
$8 for Saturday gala
colleagues and friends of Hugo
Call (206) 322-7030
will be in attendance for one of
these discussions. The special Saturday
night gala will feature readings by seven
different artists.
Tickets for the event are available in
advance or at the door. For more infor mation call (206) 322-7030.
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John Hiatt's Best
MICHAEL Tiitr

Staff Writer

You may not have heard of John Hiatt, but it's likely you've
heard his music. Somehow Hiatt has made a career as one of
the premier rock songwriters of the past 20 years while staying basically invisible to the public. There's a good reason: he
looks and sings like a songwriter, not a singer. The man exudes down-home charm and country humor, not airbrushed
sex appeal. He writes music that small-town dads could love,
but not too many others. Hiatt's
music has evolved from bizarre
'80s progressive rock to country, folk, and soul, with mixed
results. But when it's good, it's
incredible. Hiatt writes touching, witty, familiar material
without sounding sappy. Few can pull it off, and Hiatt has a
collection of brilliant songs that reflect the beauty and wit of
country life. His new collection, The Best Of John Hiatt, does
what it can to pick the best moments of his prolific career.
Hiatt has never really broken into wide popularity because
he doesn't command attention by himself. You either love or
hate his voice, which calls to mind Randy Newman and Van
Morrison. It's sometimes off key, and reaches some dizzying
heights and an amazing depth of feeling. Hiatt's imperfections
are endearing-he's a normal guy, and normal guys often get
overlooked. True, his best songs glide with energy and wit,
but that won't win you legions of fans. It has, however, brought
Hiatt a Grammy nomination and tremendous respect among
his peers.
In fact, Hiatt has earned the most fame and esteem as the
writer behind songs like Bonnie Raitt's "Thing Called Love,"
Suzy Bogguss' "Drive South," and Jeff Healy's "Angel Eyes."
His music has been covered again and again by well-known

MAW

Of albu lives up to na e

and respected artists from Bob Dylan and
Emmylou Harris to Iggy Pop and Joe
Cocker. It seems like today's artists could
take any tune from Hiatt's catalog and
find instant success. Jewel, of all people,
learned from the master and did a Hiatt
cover for the "Phenomenon" soundtrack.
No matter how deserted and bland pop
music feels, John Hiatt always seems to
shine. He gives you just that dose of reality and human emotion that other artists and fans admire.
The challenge in choosing a "greatest
hits" collection for this guy doesn't really apply. Most "best of' CDs falter because they have to
include the popular songs and often leave out the more meaningful ones. They end up lacking flow and character in and of
themselves. For Hiatt, though, the hits are those scored by covers, and so Best Of truly becomes the "best of." The only ones
that Hiatt has to include are the ones that other artists have
made popular. You'll find "Have A Little
Faith in Me," Hiatt's signature song and
Ic
wedding favorite, and a straighter,
Hiatt packs
twangier "Thing Called Love" than
Bonnie Raitt's hit version. "Cry Love" got
more
some radio play, so it's there too. But the
meaning into kicker here is that these really are Hiatt's
best. If other established singers are entwo lines
amored with Hiatt's writing enough to
record
their own version, it must be a fanthan most
tastic song. So the best of Hiatt's work
artists find
naturally rises to the top.
Fans may be disappointed to miss some
in a career.
of their favorite Hiatt diamonds in this
17-song set. Inexplicably, there are no

songs from last year's lively Little Head.
Best Of draws toward his upbeat country rockers the most, and leaves out the
slower, most emotional songs. The missing "Icy Blue Heart" and "Lipstick Sunset" are two of Hiatt's best, most beautiful and jaw-dropping melodies, and it
feels like a hole in the CD to leave them
out. These songs express the essence of
the best country: touching, nostalgic and
romantic, but they would admittedly feel
out of place here. Best Of is a showcase
for Hiatt's lyricism and melodic wizardry. "Memphis In the Meantime" is a
call to stop feeling sorry for yourself and have fun, to feel
sophisticated at least for a night. It's smart, catchy and downright brilliant. In "Buffalo River Home," Hiatt wails, "It seems
we're either hanging on a moonbeam's coattails or wishing on
stars." The man packs more meaning into two lines than most
artists find in a career.
A hidden motive for this Best Of collection seems to be to
release songs that have been waiting for an appearance on disc.
Thankfully, these new Hiatt tunes flow seamlessly with the
album, even if they may not be "hits" on their own. You get
the sense that Hiatt picked his own favorites, and you believe
him. Some of these songs aren't musically arresting, but the
beauty of Hiatt's music is in how it's supposed to sound, not
necessarily in how it does sound. If you're not a fan of his
style, you can still appreciate the writing. It's some of the best
to ever grace roots rock.
John Hiatt deserves every musical praise he has received.
It's refreshing to hear someone who writes with so much genuine feeling. Best Of is a good introduction to Hiatt's music,
and a fine collection of his best work. Hiatt can affect and
amaze, and that's not too bad for a regular guy.
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Robed Cray Band
1-:; Puyallup Fair
L
7:00 p.m.
$19.50-$24.50
"Lost in Yonkers"
Tacoma Little Theater
l" through Oct. 10, $13
"Blithe Spirit"
Theater on the Square
through Oct. 11
Student rates available
272-2145
Faith & Disease
Fenix Aboveground
Seattle, 9:30 p.m.
$5 (21+)

FRI /25th
Greek Festival
Saint Demetnos
Church & Cultural

Center, Seattle
Free, (206 325-4347

SUN I 27th

SAT I 26th

LE•

ClintBlack
7:00pm
$25-$30
Pierce County
AIDS Walk
Kandle Park
Registration 8:30 a.m.
Walk starts 10:30 a.m. \
Internat'l Stand-Up
Comedy Fest
Temple Theater
'' 8:00 p.m.
$15-$18
Climbing Mt. Adams
with the Outhaus
.
Call 756-4038

Oak Ridge Boys
Puyallup Fair
7:00 p.m.
$19-$24
Picasso: Ceramics
from the Marina
Picasso Collection
Tacoma Art Museum
through Jan. 10

Hero Sisters
Forum for alternative
careers for women
ii
ii:i RKCNDY
Seattle, Free
Noon - 8:00 p.m.
Music after 8:00 p.m.
(Free with conference)

. Oktoberfest (2 1 +)
Haion Pub and
1
Brewery
z through Oct. 4
a
-

TUES I 29th
i

See Dick Drive,
60 Cycle Hum,
Kevorkian Cannibals
Offramp, Seattle
9:00 p.m., $2

WEDS I 30th
Jimmy Buffet
Tacoma Dome
8 • U p.m.

it
Uzziel and the

MON 128th
Liz Phair
King Cat Theater
8:00 p.m., $17

Reggae Rebels
Bohemian Cafe

Seattle
9:30 p.m., $3

Kittredge exhibite echanics and ind candy
LACE SMITH
Staff Writer

As I entered our very own Kittredge
Art Gallery, my first thought was "What
the—?!" Jam a little ashamed to say that
I have yet to acquire the skill of gliding
into a gallery and giving the art one of
those oh-so aristocratic
hurumphs. When I see art, especially interesting art, I just
Show dates:
want to gobble it up. I want
Aug. 31to look at it, to touch it, know
Sept. 27
what the artist was thinking...
ooh, it just gives me shivers.
Gallery hours:
Anyway, back to the show.
Ruth Marie Tomlinson is the
Mon.-Fri.
artiste du jour, and she is a
10:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m
sculptor formidable. Her
Sunday
works are abstract and so ter1:00 p.m-4:00 p.m.
ribly new! New not only in
that they have just been finLook for the
ished, but also in that they are
upcoming show
extremely contemporary.
featuring
Think of auto shop mechanic
Northwest
meets Rodin. Rubber tubing,
ceramics and the
wire, rope and sand comprise
ceramics of
her tools of artistry.
Geoffrey Pagen
Through these mediums,
Sept. 30-Nov. 1
Tomlinson strives to convey
the sense of earthly weightiness that she felt during a trip
to the desert. Inspired by the the "monumental stone masses" supported by their
crumbling connections to the earth,
Tomlinson tries to fill and weigh down
her forms.
Now, don't feel bad if you don't instantly know what she is trying to convey in Peduncles or any of her other
works. Just check out the blurb on the
wall, it helps tres beaucoup. You might
also want to bring Mr. Webster along to
figure out the titles.
Upon entering Kittredge's secondary
room, I had to smile. It looked as if the
room had formed windows peering out

C.Blake Haywood's Pa's Trapper
(above) and Ruth Marie Tomlinson's
pieces Double Napiform (right,
foreground) and First There Is A
Mountain, Then There Is No
Mountain, Then There Is (right,

background) are among the works
currently displayed in Kittredge Gallery
into a world of fantasy. This is C. Blake
Haywood's world. He is a self-taught
painter who brings much of his inspiration from childhood memores. In fact,
one of his works, Howard's Mender, is
inspired by the game "Mousetrap."
Most, if not all, of Haygood's paintings are of inventive gadgets. The ropes
and pulleys fly off the canvas, leaving
the brain wondering which other contraption it was coimected to. This Suess-like
style is differently charming to the eye
and candy for the imagination.
Haywood uses a technique called dry-

point to give his paintings soft lines and
an antique look. His titles are a bit obscure, but that makes it more fun to figure out what he was thinking when he
came up with the names.
The result of Tomlinson's and
Haygood's creative processes is a very
interesting and unconventional sight. Not
everyone will love it, not everyone will
hate it, and some people will think it is
just plain weird. Such is the way of art.
Just do not close your mind and form
your own opinions. Remember what the
lady said when she saw Michelanglo's

David? "He's naked—scandalous!"
Tomlinson 'S Pachydermatous Sieve is

this seven day period's Art Piece 0' the
Week! The piece is located on the back
wall of the Kittredge Gallery, and it consists of 31 long rubber tubes over 21 individually fashioned pouches of sand. All
of the parts have their own unique look,
and as a whole they take on the form of
a giant elephant. I suspect thats where
the name sprouts from.
Make sure to go to Kittredge Gallery
to see this mind-expanding show before
it's over on Sept. 27.

The (Cellar

HOW TO SERVE DINN.
Come Join Us in the
PIERCE CoUKTY

r%

U11GER

I Ii J 911 C'

WALKC-L.j

T111e real-life adveti~ lires of
pizza atid a $ira,e
w
swl,
rave the

Sunday, Oct. 11th
at Baker Stadium,

University of
Puqet Sound
campus

,

Trail editors

Festivities begin
ati P.M.

For more
information call:

'

(253) 383-305
Proceeds go to the Emergency Food Network,
supplier to more than 70 food banks and hot meal
sites in Pierce County, and various international
relief agencies.

Associated

I Mh1the9

SHOW TIMES
Mon.-Thu. 11:00 a.m.
1:00 a.m.
Friday 11:00 a.m. midnight
Saturday 9:00p.m.
midnight
Sunday 8:00p.m.
1:00 a.m.
-

-

-

-
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Tacoma theaters promise exciting new season
LACE SMITH

Staff Writer
Theater is fruit to the soul. Somewhere, sometime, someone said that
phrase, or I could have just made it up.
Theater can be great, rotten, touching or
just freaking weird. Theater expresses
what books cannot, and often times theater can express what life cannot.
The Tacoma Actors Guild is our side
of the Sound's professional theater company. They run a six-play season each
year between the months of September
and April. This Tuesday marked their
20th season and the opening of "Blithe

Spirit," a smashingly entertaining British comedy written by Noel Coward. The
play is about an English couple, Charles
(Peter Jacobs) and Elvira (Sarah Brooke).
Charles is a writer who finds liimselfresearching so-called psychics. Through
his quest he ventures into the realm of a
local seer. The cynical Charles denies the
paranonnal until the clairvoyant conjures
up his dead wife that only he can see.
It's a refreshing take on the supernatural
other than that of the X-Files. The tickçts are around ten dollars, but look for
student discounts.
Tacoma Musical Playhouse produces
a season of four musical theater produc-

tions to the hilt with full staged symphony. The first show will be "Gypsy"
starting Oct. 2. "Gypsy" is the story of
the famous stripper Gypsy Rose Lee, and
a particularly vicious stage mother hellbent on springboarding at least one of
her daughters to stardom. In addition, the
Tacoma Musical Playhouse stages all
evening "Musical Murder Mystery" dinners. "Unlucky at Lucky Stripe" is an
evening of... well, music, murder and
mystery. The performances, on Nov. 68, are around thirteen dollars for students.
Tacoma Little Theater will open its
eightieth season with Neil Simon's "Lost
in Yonkers." This Pulitzer-prize winning

comedy, set in 1942, records the story of
two teenage boys in Yonkers, NY, who
have been left in the care of their strict
Jewish grandmother by their traveling
salesmen father. The ups and downs with
an unusual assortment of relatives prove
to be quite funny. A new addition to this
season will be "Pay What You Can
Thursday," to which you pay admission
with a donation. Pretty cool, eh?
There are many small theaters in the
Tacoma area: the Gig Harbor Theater
Company, the Chinese Opera R&D Association, and the Lakewood Community
Theater. They all range in their field from
classic Shakespeare to experimental.

Tacoma
Actors Guild:

272-3107
Tacoma
Musical
Playhouse:

565-6867
Tacoma
Little
Theater:

272-2281

•
Rush Hour '
runs high speed
'

DWIGHT KERR

Staff Writer
Jackie Chan has finally come to protectAmerica-in movies, ofcourse. It's been a while since Chan starred in an Amencan action flick. Not since 1985's "The Protector" has Chan
been in anAmerican-made chop-socky film. But "Rush Hour"
is more than just one of Chan's martial arts spectacles, for it
also stars the hyper-mouthed Chris Tucker, known best for his
role as Smokey in the herbin' city tale "Friday." Director Brett
Ratner ("Money Talks") had
the idea to put these two together, and he's probably going to get a pay raise, because
"Rush Hour" delivers much
more than it promises.
Chan plays a Hong Kong detective who comes to America
to help locate a kidnapped girl. Upon his arrival, however, the
FBI has Chan nun around aimlessly with Tucker to keep him
from interferring with their investigation. Standard plot device, really, but "Rush Hour" is the best thing to happen to the
words "action-comedy" in a very long time. The only thing
that keeps "Rush Hour" from potential blockbuster status is
the lack of explosions and special effects, but try not to let that
keep you away.
Warning-if you find that you don't really fancy Chris
Tucker's antics, then you will only be annoyed by his performance here. But if you even loved Eddie
Murphy from his '80s films, Chris
Tucker might be the man for you. You
have to understand that his being annoyTrust me
ing is part of the fun-your personally
'Rush Hour' wanting to beat his ass provides a lot of
entertainment. Don't let "Money Talks"
serves the
drive you away either-"Rush Hour" is
much better. And you should know by
fajita with
now if you're able to sit through a Jackie
extra hot
Chan film or not, but don't let his Hong
Kong films deter you either. Ratner's
sauce.
pairing of Chan and Tucker has the per.
fect blend of yapping and fighting to keep
those with even the shortest attention
span amused. Trust me, "Rush Hour" serves the fajita with
extra hot sauce.
"Rush Hour" is essentially a lower-budget yet better-quality version of "Lethal Weapon Four." While "Lethal Weapon
Four" had the car-chase scene and bigger explosions, "Rush
Hour" replaces those with Chan's flying fists. And if you liked
what Jet Li did, you'll love what Chan does (watch how Chan
dismantles a gun). Even the racist Asian jokes are a little bit
milder and more forgiving. This movie has sequel written all
over it. Chan has always sought the love of American movie
audiences after conquering
RATING
Hong Kong, and with "Rush
Hour" he should finally have it.
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Hitch a Ride!

Best Best Teriyaki
6th Ave. & Proctor
TERIYAKI
1. CHICKEN TERIYAKI ............................$5.50

FRIED RICES
CHICKEN ......$5.99
19. BEEF. .......... $5.99
20. PORK ......... $5.99
21. SHRIMP. ...... $6.99
22. VEGETABLE. ... $6.99

Char-broiled Boneless Chwken in our
Special Teriyaki Sauce.
2. SPICY CHICKEN TERIYAKI ......................$5.99

Char-broiled Boneless Chkken in our
Special Hot and Spicy sauce

SOUPS

3. BEEF TERIYAKI .................................$5.75
Thin slices of beef marinated and cooked in our
Special Teriyaki Sauce.

4. PORK TERIYAKI ................................$5.75
Char-broiled pork steak in our Special Teriyaki Sauce.
5. PRAWNS TERIYAKI ..............................$6.75

6 Large char-broiled prawns in our Special Teriyaki Sauce
6. GYOZA PLATE ..................................$499
Ground beef dumplings deep fried with own sauce.

*7 HOT & SPICY VEGETABLE WITH CHICKEN ....... $6.49

Ic

Stir-fried vegetables with hot and spicy ingredients and
chicken
*8 YAKISOBA

...................................... $6.49

Stir fried vegetables and noodles with chicken
STIR-FRIED VEGETABLES

I
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25.MI SO SOUP... $1.99
SIDE ORDERS
26, BBQ PORK.... $4.99
27. EGG ROLL...
(1 pc) $1.25 (4 pcs) $3.99
28. GYOZA .(6 pcs) $2.99
29. CHICKEN SALAD
$5.50
341GREEN SALAD
3CSTEAMED RICE
(S) $1.49(L)$2.49
32.KIM CHI . . .. (S)$1.75

................. . ..... $6.49

*Beef or Pork

$1.00 extra

COMBINATIONS
CHICKEN & BEEF ...........$6.25
CHICKEN & PORK ..........$6.25
CHICKEN & GYOZA ........ $6.25
CHICKEN & PRAWNS .......$6.75
4. BUL GO GI .................$7.49
BEST HOUSE RIBS ..........$7.49
YAKISOBA W/TOFU ......... $7.49

Discounts wi

Collegiate Plus Card
or your Student ID!
I

STIR.FRIED VEGETABLE

wrroFu ...................$7.49
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General Elections,
September 29th & 30th

Rachel Quisenberry
Position Sought: Freshman Senator
Class: Freshman
Phone: 756 4342
Email: rquisenberry@ups.edu
-

VOTING BOOTHS WILL BE
LOCATED IN THE MAIN
LOBBY OF THE WHEELOCK
STUDENT CENTER. YOU
MUST HAVE YOUR ID CARD
TO VOTE.
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I am originally from Southern California. I now live in Schiff Hall. I love this campus,
Lt's so beautiful. The students here are unique and diverse. I am running for freshman sena:or because it would be a great way of being extremely involved at the University. Being in
i position where I can make an active difference for the freshman class would be awesome
[plan on accomplishing reasonable things that the freshman class requests of me. By conlucting freshman polls and allowing access to my phone number and email address I plan
)fl keeping a close eye on the desires of the freshman class. I am outgoing, I know how to
isten and get things done. So make sure to come vote Rachel Quisenberry for freshman
lass senator on Sept. 29.

Kari Lamb ert

Position Sought: Freshman Senator
Class: Freshman
Phone: 756-4193

Email: klambert@ups.edu
I have 120 words to win your vote! I could say that I
would convince UPS to allow kegs on campus. I could say
that I would talk the admissions office into lowering tuition.
Unfortunately, we all know that this isn't feasible. Instead, I
can only tell you the same old story. I have experience with
student council in high school, and I am excited to get involved here. I will always listen to your ideas, and I love to
stop and talk anytime. If you ever have any questions or
comments just let me know!

1

I am running for this Senator position because I want to see things happen. In the past, the
general attitude toward AS UPS has been that things never get done, people are lazy
(you fill in the blank). That attitude needs to change and I want to help throw it out. I want
things to happen and I want every member of the ASUPS to be able to have their ideas and
concerns heard. I want them to know that there are people who care and that something can
be done. I'm willing to work hard in this position if I'm elected. Hope to see everyone at the
polls on Election Day!
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Shannon Belding

Jim Harwood

Position Sought: Freshman Senator
Class: Freshman
Email: sbelding@ups.edu

Position Sought: Off-campus Senator
Class: Sophomore
Phone: 396-1180
Email: jharwood@ups.edu

1998/1999 Goals/Objectives
On campus access to recycling (plastic and paper)
Class unity/school spirit
More food options (candy, granola, ets.)
Update computer labs in residence halls

r

I would like to increase the level of contact between offcampus students and their senator. I will always be open to
comments or suggestions. I will make my phone number and
email available to anyone, at any time. I would also like to
find new ways of keeping off-campus residents informed of
on campus events. Through increased efforts, we can make it
offcampus to feel

.

-' \_

-

Janet Heiss
Position Sought: Off-campus Senator
Class: Senior
Phone: 761-8627
Email: jheiss@ups.edu

Dana Jaime

I

A

I serve as a good liason between students and ASUPS because I pay particular attention to students concerns and questions and ensure that the correct party is aware of these issues. lam more than willing to put
in extra time to Senate in order to complete projects, such as improved bike parking on
campus, a more developed Student Concerns week, and uniting outdoor programs on campus. I plan to improve student-ASUPS communication by answering common student questions (i.e. Why can't we use meal points in the cellar?) through the Trail, ASUPS liason
reports, and other modes of communication. I am involved in many aspects of campus and
know who to work with to make thines havnen.

Keith Kelley

Position Sought: Senator at Large
Class: Sophomore
Phone: 761-9161
Email: djaime@ups.edu
I can offer you something that none of my opponents can and that is experience. I
am currently involved in senate and know all the responsibilities that go along with it.
I can relate to all of you in the fact that I just moved out of
the residence halls less than a year ago, I am part of the
greek system, yet I live off campus and know the strugg1e
o
of trying to keep informed. As for my project ideas, I am
currently working on a project in which I plan to continue
next term. That is publishing a book of professor evaluations in which the students would have access to. Ifthis all
sounds good to you then remember to vote Dana Jaime for
Senator at Large!

Position Sought: Senator at Large
Class: Sophomore
Phone: 756-4966
Email: kkelley@ups.edu
As your Senator at Large, I would stress for better communication from the administration. There was no discussion last year regarding parking lots. I would like to see better
representation for the students.
The Bookstore and the Sub are examples of how UPS tries to take advantage of being
primary sources for the students. This university is run too much like a business and should
be designed more for providing an education.
There are many things that are in the process of change on this campus, and I believe we
need to have someone who will take the senate responsibilities seriously, rather than using
it as something to add to his/her resume.

I

\

Andrea Touhey

L

Position Sought: Residence Hall Senator
Class: Freshman
Phone: 756-4330
Email: atouhey@ups.edu

You deserve the best. The dorms are great, but there is room for improvement. My
goals: I want each dorm to have the same basic ammenities, such as computers and televisions, and I want to create a greater sense of community. My creed: I will maintain open
communication between the residents of the halls, and will be an active advocate for the
residents' wishes. Sept. 29, please vote for your advocate; Vote for Andrea!

David Bahar

Bryhn Ireson

Position Sought: Residence Hall Senator
Class: Freshman
Phone: 756-4041
Email: dbahar@ups.edu

Position Sought: Greek Senator
Class: Sophomore
Phone: 756-4962
Email: gireson@ups.edu

"Ask not what your country can do for you; ask what you can do for your country.
Spoken by President John F. Kennedy, this quote embodies
my belief in a govenment that cannot run effectively without the work of the people. As a citizen of this university, I
know that it is my responsibility to be active in the government. In so doing I put myself in the position of being asked
to give my utmost so that all students may reach their highest. Be assured that as you vote me into the office of Residence Hall Senator your voice will be heard within ASUPS.

At most small schools, a great deal of the social activity comes from the Greek system.
That is especially true at Puget Sound, where over 30% of the student body is Greek.
Despite these large numbers, many people don't realize how
big a part ofcampus life the Greek system is. What I want to
do is get the Greeks more involved in campus activites. For
.
example, the Greek system could sponsor concerts, as some
campus clubs do. As Greek senator, I would support legislation that protects the interests of the Greek system. To me,
Greek life is an important part of this school, and I want to
keep it strong and powerful. So remember: Bryhn Ireson for
Greek senator.
:

Jonny Siu
I
-

Position Sought: Residence Hall Senator
Class: Freshman
Phone: 756-4187
Email: jsiu@ups.edu

My job as senator is to be your collective voice in student government, and that is
exactly what I am going to do. I am not going to dangle false promises in front of you nor
dazzle you with slick language. I'm going to tell it as it is. I'm an Eagle Scout, so you
know I have the knowhow and the ambition to get things done. I'm also a debater, so I can
argue for what YOU really want, lend this by urging you all to vote, and remember, when
the other candidates are speaking of far-fetched hopes of a better tomorrow, Jonny's giv ing you NO PROMISES!!! NO BULL!!!

J

Rebecca Kogan
Position Sought: Greek Senator
Class: Sophomore
Phone: 756-1265
Email: rkogan@ups.edu

-

-

I am really excited to represent the Greek community here at UI'S. I know a ,u IL.. r: are
some strong assets within the system that need more recognition and attention. The school
spirit, athletic ability, community service and academic achievement are just a few of the
many examples of what the Greek system can offer the entire UPS community. I am an
extremely enthusiastic, energetic, dedicated person with an open mind, ready to make
this year here as incredible as possible. So when you vote next week, please remember to
vote me, Becca Kogan, for Greek Senator.
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nnip streak broken for vo11ey11
.

"It's my fi rst year here at UPS and so far
-- the comnetition has been very good The
girls on our team are great too, we have
Cimisi'y OWEN
a good sense of camaraderie."
Staff Writer
Previously, the Loggers had a strong,
straight-set victory against Willamette:
The Volleyball team dropped its first
15-5 9 15-3, and 15-11. For the Loggers,
NWC match last Saturday in Newberg,
Dudek and Stephanie Anderson contribOregon, to George Fox University. The uted strong net play. Anderson led with
Loggerslostinfoursets(5-15,7-15, 1619 kills and 40 attacks. Dudek was not
14, 1 1 1 5) to the Bruins, who are ranked
far behind with 15 kills and 30 attacks
17th nationally.
while also digging up twelve Bearcat atDespite the loss, the Loggers
tacks at the net.
l998Standings
boast a confident team that alThe team had fewer errors in
Overa// 2-1
ready has two wins in the conthis
match compared to their
NC/C 2-1
ference. Anna Dudek led the
George Fox match, only comteam with 22 kills and Lindsi Weber had mitting ten. Weber had 33 assists and the
32 assists. Freshman Karen Thomas Logger team recorded seven service aces.
ended in double digits as well with 10
This week the Loggers have three
kills. Poor hitting and passing, however, matches, starting on Wednesday evening
proved to be the culprits in the loss to
with a home game against town rival
the Bruins.
PLU. On Friday the Loggers will head
The Loggers experienced a drop in to Whitman College, and then on Saturtheir hitting percentage ending with
day they remain in Eastern Washington
.136% while the Bruins had a .194% at to play Whitworth College.
games end. The passing and hitting er"We are improving with every pracrors cost the Loggers crucial points in
tice" stated Senior Amy Dishlip. "We
the fourth game of the match.
have learned from our loss against
"Our blocking was the weak point in George Fox and we are prepared to play
our game," Coach Mark Massey stated, solid defense in all of our games."
"We are a smaller sized team than George
Currently the Loggers are 2-1 overall
Fox, and against bigger teams we have and in NWC play. The team is looking
to play a stronger and quicker defense,
to proceed to Nationals again this year.
George Fox is one of the top teams for Currently, George Fox is number one in
us to compete against in order to get a NWC standings with PLU, Willamette
chance to play in Nationals. We are in and UPS not too far behind.
the most difficult region and it will pro"Our first goal is to win our confervide for an intense season."
ence, then we will concentrate on
"We did not play as hard against Regionals and Nationals." Dishlip said.
George Fox as we did in our last two "Regionals will be tough this year, and
games. They had a huge home crowd too,
one of our team goals is to make a strong
and that was tough for us," Thomas said.
showing at Nationals."

.. .

•

Track star FloJo
passes away at 38
Florence Griffeth Joyner, known
around the world for her eye-catching outfits and six-inch fingernails,
passed away early Monday. Early
reports contributed her death to a
heart-related problem.
Joyner was found unconscious
and not breathing by her husband
Al Joyner. He immediately called
paramedics to the scene but they
failed in efforts to revive her.
Joyner is best known for her performance at the 1988 Summer
Olympics in Seoul. She won gold
medals in the 100- and 200-meter
dashes and the 400-meter relay.
In the final heat of the 200 in
Seoul, Joyner set a world record.
Earlier that year at the Olympic trials, she had broken the world record
in the 100. Both records continue to
stand, having never been seriously
challenged in the ten years since.

Mariners end year,
waiting for Sonics
The Seattie Mariners play their
last games of the season this weekend in Seattle, bringing closure for
now to baseball's most dysfunctional family.
The team has featured outstanding performances from several athletes but has failed to put them together for wins.
Ken Griffey Jr. became just the
third person in history to hit fifty or
more home runs in two consecutive
seasons, joining Babe Ruth and
Mark McGwire.
Alex Rodriguez joined one of
baseball's most elite clubs by hitting forty home runs and stealing
forty bases. Only Jose Canseco and
Barry Bonds have equaled his-feat.
The M's will try to forget this disappointing year by watching a little
Sonics action. Then again...

-
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PROFILE
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Eileen Gamache makes a block at the nt. UPS
defeated Willamette early in the week but
suffered a loss to nationally ranked George Fox.

Z

George Fox 4-0 UPS
2-1
PLLJ
3-0 Whitman
2-2
Willamette 3-1 Whitworth 1-3

Football fails to kevn,.-,F

wni-nmg ways alive

Patrick Ames
,•j•,j

HAKiM

Jos

Guest Writer

Vols win, fans ring
up $25K in damages
After their beloved Volunteers
staged a 20-17 victory over second
ranked Florida last weekend, Tennessee fans decided to have a little
fun. Unfortunately, the fun will cost
the university more than $25,000.
The Vols' first win over the Gators
in five years caused thousands of
fans to storm the field at Neyland
Stadium in Knoxville. They tore
down both goal posts, destroyed
fifty yards of fencing, and ripped up
more than a hundred turf divots for
souvemors of the game.
School officials reacted with a
very understanding response. "The
win was worth far more than any
cost involved," said Tennessee's
athletic director.

(a

Sport: Football
Position: Running back
Year: First year graduate student in Teaching
High School: Meridian High—Everson, WA
Favorite Sports Figure: "My high school coach,
who is also my dad-.---Bob Ames. I've always
respected the way he ran his football programabout growing in general and playing a team
game."
Superstition: Has worn the same shirt under his
pads since his sophomore year in high school"Trojan Power 200 Club."

The Logger football team received its
first setback of the young season, a 4814 loss to their northern neighbors Simon
Fraser of British Columbia.
The Logger defense, which had held
Claremont to only three points and 230
yards of total offense, allowed 481 yards
in total offense. Clan running back
Marchi Gabriele was a thorn in the
Logger's side all game, gaining 151
yards rushing and scoring one of the
Clan's six touchdowns.
SFU jumped out to a 10 0 lead in the
first quarter, scoring on a five-yard run
by Gabriele and a 25-yard field goal. At
the end of the half, the Loggers' deficit
reached 27 points, and the game was
definitely in SFU control.
Defensive co-captain Emil Yanos felt
the team played hard, except that "mistakes in our technique killed us."
-

Despite the loss, Yanos put together a
superb defensive effort for the Loggers.

He accounted for seven tackles—six Unassisted and one assisted—to go along
with a batted down pass.
Although the Clan did most of their
damage on the ground, the Loggers' secondary received no refuge from the SFU
offense. SFU gained 186 yards in the air.
The Logger's offense accumulated
304 yards in total offense. Quarterback
Craig Knapp was one of the few bright
spots for the Logger offense. Knapp completed 17 of 29 passes for 207 yards, as
well as two touchdown passes: the first
a 59-yard pass to Jamie Filer, the second
a 6-yard toss to Joe Crum.
In two games Knapp has not thrown
an interception in 43 attempts, while
completing 55 percent of his passes.

UPS will prepare for a tough Redlands
Bulldogs team that defeated them 37-0
last year. "They were the best in (their
conference) last season, and it looks like
they will be again this year," said Coach

Gordon Elliot.
Yanos, however, remained optimistic
about the upcoming weekend. "We'll get
all this stuff ironed out so it should be a
good game Saturday," he stated. "We're
looking for some revenge."

9.24.96
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Despite setbacks, Loggers look ahead
a

h1irien
played
a
well, but were still unable to score after
JTJLIE STATON
Willamette recorded a goal early in the
Assistant Sports Edrtor
game, leading to the 1-0 defeat for the
Loggers.
Kerry Cerelli expressed her disapThe women's soccer team beat
Linfield on Saturday, adding a victory to pointment in the loss, but also noted that
their record. On Sunday the Loggers lost the team played well. "We really put our
to Willamette, ending a tough week on hearts into the game."
Last week the team also traveled to
the road.
Pacific Lutheran to play their
The team played at Linfield
tandin gs
cross-town rivals. The game
on Saturday, recording a 1-0
3-3-1
was off to a fast start as the
shutout over the Wildcats. Julie
3-2-0
Lutes scored their first goal in
Louis scored the only goal of
the seventh minute of play.
the game in the first half. Louis
The Loggers didn't back down, howscored for UPS 22 minutes into the game
ever. With an assist from Kerry Cerelli,
by pickfng up her own rebound.
With freshman Karen Ecklebe defend- Sarah Blawat scored their first and only
goal just a few minutes later.
ing the Logger's goal, the Wildcats
The Lutes were able to score on the
couldn't make a comeback in the second
Logger defense three more times during
half. Ecklebe made three big saves in the
Linfield game allowing her team to leave the game leading to the tough 4-1 loss

IYATL.]
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for the UPS women.
About the loss to PLU Cerelli said, "It
took us a while to get focused. The game
showed us where our weak points are."
The Loggers are now 3-2-0, ranking
third in the NWC behind undefeated
Willamette and Pacific Lutheran.
This weekend the team will hit the
road once again to play the Whitman
Missionaries on Saturday, September 26,
followed by a trip to Whitworth to play
the Pirates on Sunday, September 27.
The Loggers are looking for two more
NWC wins over the weekend. Sopho
more Michelle Moore said, "If we can
get some big wins it will set a good pace.
When you can win on the road it's an
even bigger success."
The Logger women will need to get
comfortable with playing on the road, as
they won't play at UPS again until October 14 when they take on Pacific
Lutheran for the second time this season.

_

Michelle Moorc
Ieadstheteamwith
four goals

For a complete schedule of all
athletic events, pick up a pocket
schedule in the athletic office.

•Keeper Karen
Ecklebe has allowed
just one goal in 180
minutes

Sports Writer
Imagine not missing a class for sixteen straight years of
college. :i missed three classes today alone. Imagine making the Dean's List all of those years. Daunting, isn't it?
At an athletic level, this is exactly what Cal Ripken has
achieved in Major League Baseball. After 2,632 games,
though, Ripken decided to end "the streak" during the last
home game ofthe Baltimore Orioles 1998 season.
To be honest, though, I'm not as impressed with
Ripken's Iron Man
ability to play day' • .
in, day-out as I am
with his amazing COMI'V4TAW1
sense of decency,
timing and class.
Some people have
durable bodies and intense immune systems. Some people
are lucky. But nobody in sports has handled so much media attention without committing an error.
In today's sports forum, articles reporting athletes who
beat their wives (and the articles that report their surprising legal victories) are relegated to page three or four. Drug
scandals are hardly worth the ink. As athlete after athlete
shoves their cleated foot into their mouth or falls from the
ranks of the pristine, we become aware just how human
our idols are. The Michael Irvins and Mike Tysons of the
world only makes Ripken's unquestioned quality of char acter all the more amazing.
While I haven't been there (and I probably never will),
I'm guessing there is a lot of pressure at the top. Pressure
that a six-million dollar salary brings with it. Pressure that
worldwide audiences apply. Pressure that competing at a
professional level day after day is sure to incur.
I can sympathize (not condone, but sympathize) with
the many atheletes who fall from grace. The media is a
bloodhound fervently bent upon uncovering the most trivial
scandal. Individuals who have to swim daily in water with
sharks like those have got to be very dexterous, but even
the most agile athlete gets nipped occasionally.
Ripken, somehow, has emerged unscathed. He ended the
streak before an ugly injury could. He called it quits before he was benched. He walked away from the poker table
with some of the best career winnings imaginable.
After Ripken's 2632 games, Irvin could go on to shatter
every receiving record known to man. 1son could reclaim
the heavyweight crown. Albert Belle could play 2,700
games straight and overtake Ripken's monumental
achievemnt. As a fan of sports, though, I'd trade any of
those accolades for a career garnished with half the decency Ripken brought to the plate.

Men's Soccer
September 26
Whitman

UPS has outshot
opponents 127-65
thru seven games

@ Whitman

2:30 p.m.

• The Loggers are

1-3-1 on the road but
200athome

.

September 27

•UPS has six more
road games before
returning home

@ Whitworth

- Sarah Blawat and

2:30 p.m.

Kerry
have three assists

Whitworth

S
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Mpken: a class act Men's soccer continues
JASON JAICAITIS
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to struggle on the road

September 30
Seattle University
@ Seattle U.
4:00 p.m.

Women's Soccer
September 26
Whitman
@ Whitman

SCOTTY LEONARD

12:00 noon

Sports Editor

.

The men's soccer team continued a
long string of road games with two close
losses and a satisfying victory. The Loggers were felled by PLU and Willamette
but managed to upend Linfield.
Last Wednesday,
Men's Record
the team traveled
Overall 3-4-0
across town to face
NWC 2-3-0
PLU. An own goal
put the Loggers on their heels early and
they proved unable to recover.
Over the weekend the team headed
south to face Linfield. Kevin Zamira provided the Loggers' only goal and it
proved enough for a 1-0 victory.
UPS found a tougher opponent in Salem. They were unable to slip a goal past
the Bearcat keeper to make up for the
single goal they gave up and ended up
on the losing side of a 1-0 score.
Tye Tolentino leads the team in scor ing thus far. He has accumalated six
points on two goals and two assists. Peter Bury is second with four points.
The Loggers travel east this weekend
to take on Whitman and Whitworth.
Coach Reece Olney is hoping the team
can pull out victories in both games. He
believes winning on Sundays are critical to the success of teams in our league.
UPS is 0-3 on Sundays so far this year.

Alaskan Employment!
• Floating processors/canneries
• Workers earn up to $700+/week
• All skill levels!
•Askushow!
• 517-336-4164 ext. A60891

September 27
Whitworth
@ Whitworth
12:00 noon
.

September 30
Seattle University
@ Seattle U.
5:00 p.m.

Volleyball
September 25
Whitman
@ Whitman
7:00 p.m.
S

September 26
Whitworth
@ Whitworth
7:00 p.m.
Tye Tolentino goes airborne in
a battle for the loose ball. The
Logger men split their weekend
road trip to Oregon.

National Park
Employment!
• Forestry, Wildlife preserves,
Consessionaries, Firefighters, &
more!
• Competitive wages + benefits
• Ask us how!
• 517-336-4290 ext. N60891

Football
September 26
University of Redlands
@ Baker Stadium

Cross Country
September 26
Sundodger Invitational
@ Lincoln Park

Seattle, WA
9:30 a.m.
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A Historical Look at Women"s Sports
In the spirit of Logger athletics, this year The Trail will occasionally take a look
back at its rich sports history. This week we examined 75 years of Tamanawas to
find the beginnings of women's athletics at UPS, and how far they have come.
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Crew Coxswain 1973
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"JBadminton was so popular this year
that the girls gave more time to it than
to any of the other activities except
basketball. — 1940

-

I

"The 7omen's flthletic Rssociation is an extra-curricular orgalli2ation
which fosters participation in athletics among the women of the college. Its
purpose is to promote the qualities of democracy, leadership, coopoeration,
and good sportsmanship." —/94!

0
-

Women's Athletic Association 1953

Women's Riding 1940

".11 new tradition was
inaugurated by the women's
athletic department when the
members of the all star basketball team played the YJacific
Lutheran women's team."
—/930

"Say! Did anyone hear anyone else
say that the girls around the college
were not 'peppy' enough to get up a
basketball team? 1Vell, if anything like
that were ever started, the girls this
year forever put a stop to any such
gossip." —1922
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has earned the distinction of being
other one private college team in
Pacific florthwest." —1982
Women's Archery 1931

Women's Basketball 1922
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Your source for
daib' and
weekI news!
The Tacoma News Tribune
The Seattle Times
The Wall Street Journal
The New York Times
The Puget Sound Trail
The Rocket

Monday - Thursday
8:00 a.m. - 11:00 p.m.
Friday
8:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Saturday & Sunday
10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

THE ELIE WIESEL PRIZE
IN ETHICS

Faiifield University brings you the

wo

1999 ESSAY CONTEST
SUGGESTED THEMES

• Discuss ethics based on a personal experience
• Why are we here? How are we to meet our ethical obligations?
• Reflect on an ethical aspect of a literary text
or public policy issue
ELIGIBILITY: FULL-TIME JUNIOR AND SENIOR UNDERGRADUATES
DEADLINE: JANUARY 22, 1999

No more than three (3) essays from the same college, university or campus will
be considered in any one contest year. Essays must be accompanied by a letter
on school stationery verifying eligibility according to our guidelines.
FIRST PRIZE: $5,000 SECOND PRIZE: $2,500
THIRD PRIZE: $1,500
TWO HONORABLE MENTIONS: $500 EACH

Semester programs:
Florence, Italy- 'the cradle of Renaissance
civilization." lVroxton, England- study in a
p6th centun abbey.
Short-term Programs:
San .Iose, Costa Rica; Hyderabad, India;
,Jerusalem, Israel, The iVet/wriands and
Germany; St. Petersburg, Russia

Summer '99
in Florence:
•Earn 6 undergraduate credits
W'ide variety of courses
Complete travel/lodging package
For more information on any of our programs
call Christine Bowers, Coordinator for Study
Abroad Programs, toll-free (888) 254-1566 or
e-mail: cbbowers)faiii.fair1ield.edu

ENTRY FORMS AND FURTHER INFORMATION

Send a self-addressed, stamped envelope by December 18, 1998 to:
The Elie Wiesel Prize in Ethics
The Elie Wiesel Foundation for Humanity
450 Lexington Avenue, Suite 1920
New York, NY 10017
This information is also available online through FastWEB
(Financial Aid Search Through the WEB) at www.fastweb.com .

Ww",

Fairfield
UNIVERSITY

School of Continuing Education
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Former CCR editor
his is to clear up some mis
leading information in the ar
tide "Editors rebuild literary
mag" of last week. There are several
comments I would also like to make.
First, Jason and Galena have not
"taken over" CrossCurrents. They
were elected by the Media Board and
were, in fact, the only applicants. This
is not to suggest that had another applied they would have had less of a
chance of winning the position, but
"taking over" implies that they seized
control from someone else.
Second, asitwere came Out in the
spring of 1998, in late March or early
April. I was there when it came out,
and remember its inaugural release
out of the Cellar.
Third, while CrossCurrents has
sold for a nominal fee for a number
of years, the price has never been
fixed. $3.50 was indeed the cost of
last spring's edition, but the price has
almost always been lower than that,
and there are always special prices
on back issues, which are sometimes
given away for free.
Finally, the article states that "the
publication will have more editorsthree co-editors to oversee the three
sections of the magazine." Having
five total editors is nothing new as
well (as recently as Fall '97 there
were five editors), and section editors were present in almost every issue produced in the '80s.
The author appears
clearly biased with her
abundant support of the
new editors' opinions on
how to run the magazine. In
the opening paragraph, she

sets

record straight

implies that past issues of CrossCurrents, ideal style for a literary magazine.
While I support the new editors'
particularly the Spring '98 issue, are dead
from a creative standpoint and bogged ambition and energy they are bringdown in being official. There is nothing ing into this year, I am sad to learn
wrong with "official," considering that they are debunking the name
CrossCurrents is the official literary and which has stood for forty years. This
arts magazine of the University of Puget follows last year's yearbook name
change. In each case,
Sound, and a profesthe apparent principal
sional appearance is
motivation is to rid
supposed to give the
the organizations of
impression that UPS There is no thing
all the bad associacares enough about
the creative efforts of wrong with "official," tions the names bring.
This is understandits students to finance considerin,
able, but in my opina fine publication.
ion the problem lies
The view toward CrossCurrents is the
less with the name
the inside appearance
official lite raly and
and more with the
of the magazine, in
campus's perception
terms of its "creative arts magaz me of the
of student media,
vibrance," can be
which has continually
compared to tastes in University Of Pu get
faced criticism; somemusic. Just because Sound.
times, it is deserved,
classical music and
but the fact remains
standard jazz are traditional compared to alternative music, that again and again it is the same
core of students that are involved in
for example, does not mean that the traditional forms are void of creativity or the student media. Is it any wonder
themes that can be applied to modern life. then why students complain that stuWhile those supporting last year's dent media does not accurately repasitwere over last year's CrossCurrents resent their views?
Student media—the literary
can make perfectly good cases for its sumagazine included—can only be
periority in style, the same could easily
be said of the opposite. There are people improved when enough students
who actually think too many graphics, show an interest in improving it, and
varying fonts, and inconsistent placing when those students take the active
of text are more of a headache than an steps that are needed to contribute
to its effectiveness.
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education and backs it up with money$100,000 a year in fact. They also get
funding through student government and
$70,000 in trip fees. This year our postPassages outdoor program has roughly
$30,000, which is a modest but promising beginning.
Our program has been stifled, not by
the bad intentions of the administration,
nor the extreme apathy of students. The
root of the problem as I understand it is
in the "Common Adventure Institute"
model on which our program is based.
This model frees the university from liability, but dictates that no student-led
trips are sponsored, compensated, or provided with designated leaders or transportation. Adventure Education at this
school is a "mechanism toward student
self-organization," according to Bob
Stremba.
Therefore for liability reasons we can't
train student leaders to lead trips, or offer any compensation that takes multiple
hours to wade through paperwork and
disclaimers. Why go through all this
when you can quietly invite your friends
to go backpacking? The problem with
this approach is that it fails to help people
without cars get off campus, and it fails
to build a stronger community at the university. Alternatively, I think we need

"We want the guy in the
dress!
—Beth Mekellips & Rob
Scotland-

"lidve you, baby."

—George Smith-

"Amo, Teny & Tim
More/li are gods."
—Erin Burns-

Cross Currents

"Beachballs &
turtlenecks set the mood,"

UPS lacks quality outdoor education program
he last three years I've been
a student here, I began to
think the loosely-affiliated
outdoor program at this school was
normal. I thought that since we were
a small school, we couldn't do all that
much in terms of leading trips. Last
year, with a handful Of Schiff (the adventure hall) trips and ten trips
through the Outhaus, the adventure
education program served about a
hundred students including the trip
leaders. This coming from a school
where about half the student body reports being interested in the outdoors!
This summer I had the opportunity
to work with the "College Outdoors"
program at Lewis and Clark and for
the first time saw what UPS is missing. Though I acknowledge Lewis
and Clark as an exception, it certainly
makes UPS look deficient. College
Outdoors has 19 staff during the
school year (two year round) and
leads 90 trips a year. They have about
$350,000 worth of vans, kayaks,
rafts, skis and gear in their house orr
campus. L & C is not a big schoolits student population is smaller, and
the population is very similar to here.
The difference is that the administration there sees value in adventure

'(Ii

Sincerely,
Scott A. Giorgianni
Spring 1998 editor,

LIDLTOR
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to follow Lewis and Clark's lead and
develop a co-curricular program
where student leaders are properly
trained and paid as professionals, so
the trips can happen and liability lies
on the director and ultimately the university.
There is hope. This year for the first
time we have an Adventure Education Coordinator, Justin Canny, who
works 20 hours a week and brings
extensive experience from Pacific
Crest Outward Bound. This is a first
step for the administration to acknowledge the need for adventure
education at UPS, but the program
needs some major growth hormones
to get it on track. To make the program something special we, as students, need to rally behind this, first
by becoming informed. There will be
an educational student forum on
Wednesday, September 30 at 7:00
p.m. in the Rotunda. We will compare our program to others and form
a proposal for the administration as
they plan the budget for next year. I
hope to see you there.
Sincerely,
Coil Weber,
Passages Student Coordinator

—Tina Hickman &
Sarah LaChapelle-

"It was well worth two
dollars."

I

—Mark Nelson-

"Smashing goodfun!"
—Joy Lawrence-
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Pressures to profit
Clinton & Carter Two of a kind
hann creative spirits
0

BEN HEAVNER

Political Columnist

ANNA MCCALLISTER

Staff Writer
There is a new level of professionalism in the student-run programs at UPS.
Those in charge of KUPS, The Trail, and
the Pizza Cellar have received pressure
from ASUPS and the administration to
be more professional organizations and
to change their images to fit a new design. Elements of this design include
changes in the way things are run and
who runs them. Both must have a professional image and demeanor.
KUPS' new image is to be more like
commercial radio stations in the area.
This is ridiculous. It's college radio,
man! It's not about monetary success;
it's about saying, "Hey Mister Commer cial Station, look at me! I can play the
music I want and I don't care if people
listen! I'm in college!" Other collegerun stations have been known to be more
serious and professional, but most of
these schools have media arts and radio
programs in their curriculum. KUPS,
like others under fire, has handled their
criticism well and made some positive
changes. But the station should be taken
for what it is: a serious way to have fun
while getting experience.
The Cellar, despite years of tension
and conflict, has remained open through
the love and dedication of its employees. Its coveted space and nonprofit nature have made it a ripe target for criticism and debate. This year, manager
Karey O'Malley says the only thing he
wants is a place that people use and enjoy. The pressures to operate in the black
have often been indirect. Distrust has left

Although all the news you will read
this week will involve the initials ML.,
President Clinton has been busy with
things not related to his pants. Clinton
began his politically savvy quest to
make friends with the entire world last
Monday with a 21-minute speech to
the U.N. and some serious international elbow-rubbing.
Following a dinner with the Italian
Prime Minister and preceding an openforum discussion with British Prime
Minister Tony Blair, Italian President
Romano Prodi, and Bulgarian President Peter Stoyanov, Clinton's speech
was mostly an opening volley in his
soon-to-be-publicized (if he can just
get through this Monica thing) Fight
Against International Terrorism (trademark symbol goes here).
However, the speech was only part
of a more extensive political effort.
Clinton was clearly laying the groundwork for a political recovery with this
week's foreign-leader schmoozing.
The world is already receptive to
Clinton's political efforts. Perhaps the
most obvious example occurred dur ing his lunch with U.N. Secretary General Kofi Annan and Nelson Mandela.
The Secretary General did not mention the 1.6 billion dollars in past dues
(Reuters News Service) that the U.S.
owes the U.N. The overdue dues,
which are currently held up by a dispute between Democrats and Jesse
Helms over abortion policy, is the
single largest gripe the international
community has about the U.S. The
Secretary General's omission is par-

many disgruntled.
As for The Trail, the loose management
structure and quality of content over the
last several years were severely criticized.
Late last year, when an ASUPS memo
stated that the paper was a program in
need of restructuring, staff members felt
personally insulted. Despite this antagonism, The Trail has become a sharper,
more efficient paper with the future in
mind and positive change in hand.
Though most of the changes were made
independently by the staff, ASUPS assisted by providing increased funding and
sponsoring a workshop.
The new pressures are not bad. They
have been understood by the mature and
intelligent group of people running these
student activities as positive and well-intentioned. They understand the need for
growth, have made positive changes, and
are looking toward future successes and
present consistency in their work. These
new changes will probably make a more
successful paper, a money-making Cellar, and a more widely listened-to radio
station. But at what cost?
The spirit behind these activities should
be different than in the non-college world.
Our goals should be to have fun and take
advantage of the fresh creativity on this
campus. We look to surpass what has already existed—to become better as a
whole and to find new ways of doing what
we care about.
When the administration and ASUPS
attempt to assimilate UPS to the outside
world, some of the creative spirit is destroyed. The key is finding a balance between spirited youthful passion and wise
business moves that guarantee funding.

ticularly surprising since the U.S. is supposed to contribute the majority of the
U.N. operating budget.
Secretary General Annan was not the
only internationally important person to
show his compassion for Clinton. The
entire General Assembly of the U.N.
gave Clinton a standing ovation both before and after his speech on terrorism.
During a meeting after his speech, Pakistani Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif told
Clinton that the standing ovation "reflects the love and respect the international community feels for you"
(Reuters, Sept. 21). Of course, Pakistan
is currently under U.S. sanctions because
of their nuclear tests earlier this year, so
Prime Minister Sharif probably was not
speaking simply out of the goodness of
his heart.
By the time Clinton participated in an
open forum discussion with the British
Prime Minister, the Italian President, and
the Bulgarian President at New York
University in the early afternoon, he was
feeling confident enough to link domestic and international politics by making
a few joking cuts at the Republicans.
Clinton sarcastically commented that
the Republicans view his work at reducing greenhouse gas emissions as a communist plot. Clinton must realize that the
Republicans can provide a solid scapegoat for the entire U.N. dues issue, and
make him even more popular in the international arena.
Clinton's international and domestic
policies will become increasingly intertwined the further the Monica Lewinsky
scandal escalates. If Bill's political career survives, he could become another
Jimmy Carter—favored around the
world, hated in America.

?
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Clinton Watch:
Intern atiwwl
figures Clinton filet
early this week.
• U.N. Secretary
General Kofi Annan
• South African
President Nelson
Mandela
• British Prime
Minister Tony Blair
• Pakistani Prime
Minister Nawaz
Sharif
• Italian President
Romano Prodj
• Bulgarian
President Peter
Stoyanov
Domestic figures
he didn't meet:
• Ken Starr
• Monica LCWinSkV

Work of pulp fiction highlights superficial in books and life
BRIALLEN HOPPER

Staff Writer
"Connie was good in the head, and good in the hay, and
when both work together, man has the chance of a snail in a
bucket of salt." From the moment I read the quote on the cover,
the book made me squirm with delight. The picture on the
cover was pretty good too: a sullen beautiful drunk man, sitting on a brass bed and holding a bourbon, submitting
unenthusiastically to the embrace of a blonde in a slip.
There's a paperback bookshop next door to where I work,
and I usually spend my lunch hours there looking through '40s
and '50s pulp fiction. Generally, ifl buy them, it's for the coyers. (My favourite so far is the cover of Impatient Virgin. The
girl's eyes look as if they are going to fall out of her head.)
But this particular book with the beautiful drunk on the cover
was different. Unlike Suzy the Stewardess, it was a literary
success. "Best of its kind since Hemingway," says the quote
from the New Republic on the first page. "Does for uswhat
Scott Fitzgerald did for the youth of the '20s and John O'Hara
did for the men and women of the '30s... a book just out of
this world," says the Chattanooga Times on the back cover.
I was intrigued, so I bought and read it. It was lousy. I read
it at one sitting and laughed till I was nauseous. Then I followed my brother around, reading him the most delectably
funny parts: "They were young and they were damned but life
was a rose-tinted pathway ofjazz-filled nights and love-filled
days. They didn't have much money but they had lots of kicks
and lots of laughs and to hell with tomorrow." Or, "And that

wasn't all that went on between Judith and her crotch."
The whole thing read like bad Kerouac. But as someone
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said, Kerouac sounds like bad Kerouac. I began to wonder
about the whole act of deciding whether a book is "legitimate" or not. This book (written by Robert Paul Smith, and
artsily entitled So It Doesn't Whistle, in case you want the
experience of reading it) obviously convinced some literary
critics that it was THE book of its generation. (I wonder how
many books have been labelled "The Catcher in the Rye of
the '70s!"—or '80s or '90s—by some reviewer.)
How could this ridiculous book have wormed its way into
critics' hearts and bypass their critical perception and sense
of humour?

I' ye got a theory. I think it is because there is a whole genre
of books—call them the teenage classics—which arie almost
entirely about how cool (sweet, gone, Christlike, whatever)
the narrator and all his friends are (or, in the case of Salinger,
his family members). Kerouac is an excellent example, as is
Tom Wolfe. To some degree this is true of Hemingway and
Fitzgerald, though they're a bit more exclusive and self-aware,
and also, they can write.
These books appeal to young alienated people and other alienated people such as book reviewers or English teachers, because, as they often say, "The world is ninety-nine percent
squares, so if you have no friends and don't have a real job and
are cynical and addicted to escapism IT MUST BE BECAUSE
YOU ARE COOL, like us!"
What I am trying to say is that I think these books are relatively easy to counterfeit, and so is the life they describe. It is
negative and superficial.
There's a great scene in So It Doesn 't Whistle in which all the
cool youngsters are sitting around smoking pot and
namedropping, something like this: "We talked about art—we
talked about Picasso and Leonardo and grinding your own
colours and El Greco, and said to hell with it. We talked about
music—we talked about Segovia and Duke Ellington and ti -urnpet embouchures and Wagner, and said to hell with it. We talked
about Russia, about the gold standard and the Black Mass, about
how inevitability wasn't that simple, about growing up in a mill
town, about the hell with it."
This book was good to read because it showed in exaggerated and laughable form the subtle snobbery of the whole teenage classics genre. These are books you are supposed to grow
out of; this is a way of life that should only exist in books.
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joy of learning
rediscovered in
pile of used books
KRISTINE KALANGES

Asst. Opinions Editor
This past Sunday was glorious. The sun was shining, a cool
breeze lightly tossed tree limbs outside the windows of my
house, and just a few blocks away a middle-aged gentleman
who used to own an antique shop and bookstore was selling
piles upon piles of used books: hardbacks, one dollar each or
six-for-five; paperbacks, 35 cents apiece or three-for-a-dollar.
I'm not sure how long I spent looking over makeshift wooden
bookshelves supported by concrete blocks, through cardboard
boxes filled to overflowing, or underneath tables scarcely visible amidst the dusty novels lying on and all around them.
Long enough, I suppose, to find treasures like a miniature
antique copy of George Eliot's Felix bit, The Radical; a beautiful edition, complete with hand-cut pages, of Edward
Gibbon's The Decline and Fall the Roman Empire; and a
1940 biography ofMadame Curie. Sixteen dollars, two plastic
sacks and a backpack full of books later, I returned home.
Waiting for me was a pile of homework that could only be
described as ugly.
It's not that I don't enjoy my classes; in fact, for the first
time since coming here, I'm engaged and challenged by all of
them and loving every moment. But how am I supposed to
choose between political theory and finely-crafted prose, between Morgenthau and Chesterton?
Economists have a name for this choice. They call it opportunity cost—what I give up to get something else. In this case,
the something else is the degree I earn by doing countless hours
of homework, and what I'm giving up are treasured moments
with George MacDonald's Phantastes, afaerie Romance, trips
to cultural events like the upcoming Seattle performance of
Carmina Burana, talks over chai tea with good friends new
and old, and time spent just appreciating the amazing natural
beauty of the Pacific Northwest.
It isn't always a trade-off I'm prepared to make. I'm at this
university foremost because I have a passion for learning, because ideas excite me, because every so often I have a conversation with a friend I've met here that invigorates me, makes
me feel totally alive, gives me a glimpse of human potential.
Sometimes that all happens in a classroom, and when it does,
I walk away from class knowing exactly why I came to college and believing that I made the right decision. But much
more frequently, it seems, it happens within the campus community or even completely separate from my life here—unrestricted, unmonitored, without a grade.
The market doesn't see that (it's not as if I could put it on a
resume), my G.P.A. doesn't reflect it, I can't write it all up in a
paper and turn it in. But more than anything else, it's what
really counts.
I may not remember the seventeen assumptions that go into
the H-O model of international trade, but I'll never forget a
conversation with my friend Ryan over coffee about the relationship of the American economy to modern democracy. I
can't recall the definition of good writing put forth during my
101 seminar, but everytime I pick up a C.S. Lewis novel I'm
amazed by the clarity and poignancy with which he writes.
The experiences that I most value don't usually cost much
either—two dollars and 25 cents for a flavored soy mocha, ten
minutes to walk to Collins Library to check out a book. Not
much compared to this year's basement bargain tuition price
of $19,640.
The bottom line? Learning can be extraordinary, passionate, frustrating and fun, and it doesn't always come in the prettiest box with the highest price tag. Sell me a 65-dollar textbook, and I'll show you what it means to be broke. But give
me a good 35-cent used copy of Détente and Confrontation,
and I'll show you what it means to learn.
And as for that ugly pile of homework, well, let's just say I
spent Sunday evening with several fine cups of Shari's coffee,
a good friend, and my recently-acquired copy of selections
from Bergson.
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Two-week pay period necessary for student survival
DIANNA WOODS

Opinions Editor
If the university would just join
the rest of the world in the quest to
increase convenience and make the
move to a two-week pay period, the
financial strain students on university payroll undergo could be dramatically reduced.
I remember coming to UPS as a
freshman without a cent to my name
and surviving only because I had a

As always, The
Trail striVes for
perfection .1-lowever,
we ocdasionally
make mistakes. We
would, like o apologize for any
inconvie we have
caused and take this
chance to. set the
record straight.
In lait' week's issue
we mispc1lcd the
folloing names:
Adriano Fruzzetti,
Kristin Funk, and
President Resneck
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meal plan. I hate beer so I didn't have
to pay three bucks for a cup at parties, and I had to go through a good,
old-fashioned, motherly guilt-trip
before getting money for books.
Now, as a senior who lives off
campus, I wonder how I will survive
until Oct. 15 and my first paycheck
of the school year. I have to make
rent, buy food and pay my bills,
while trying to maintain some sort
of social life without mooching off
my friends and boyfriend.

I do not see why I, along with all
the rest of the university's working
students, should suffer when there
seems to be no reason why the
school doesn't move to a two-week
pay period. The university makes
more money if they leave the money
allotted for paychecks in the bank
longer. However, it would be highly
inconsiderate of studt needs if the
sole reason for denying us our paychecks is to make more money.
It is reasonable that we currently

operate on a monthly pay period because the university lacks adequate
payroll staff. The payroll office not
only handles student paychecks, but
faculty and staff paychecks as well.
How much trouble would it be,
though, to double the permanent
payroll staff to a whole four people?
Payroll hasn't functioned especially well for some students in the
the past anyway, so perhaps we all
might benefit from increased staffing and some reorganization within

the department.
The majority of students who
work on this campus do so out of necessity. When we have to deal with
the stress of working and at the same
time try to maintain decent grades,
it is only more destructive to student
health having to stretch out our pay checks for such a long period of time.
The university would do a great favor to us all by moving to a twoweek pay period to ease our monthly
financial worries.

It's your
first big
decision of
the school
year. Did
you think
it would
involve
disco?
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1500 N. Warner
Tacoma, WA 98416
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free Disco CD and carrying casey You'll also get a free
order of checks, a VERSATELa Check Card with your photo, and a
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All of this, just for opening a VERSATEL Checking account at
Seafirst Bank. Think of it as a really good way to groove into
the school year.

trail@ups.edu
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Allenmore Branch, 3408 S 23rd St., Tacoma, (253) 305-3382
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Privilege and service form essential union
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This may in part account for the differences in academic and service
choices of the undergraduates in the study. Why? Perhaps because black
Asst. Opinions Editor
students aren't as likely to overlook the sheer amount ofresources present
Privilege has many faces, and one of the more important ones is some- in most colleges and universities today—financial, material and human
thing we don't always see in the ivy-covered bricks, J. Crew catalogs and resources often greater than those possessed by entire low-income and/
or minority communities. Perhaps because they do not as frequently make
parental billfolds that clothe this campus.
Responsibility. The understanding that with the privileges of wealth the mistake of assuming that access to higher education is a right and not
and advanced education come a duty to serve something greater than self. a privilege. Or perhaps because they have a crucial sense of what constiNot everyone has forgotten the profound social responsibilities attached tutes community–the exchange of support rather than capital, the sharto privilege. And in a landmark study just published, a book titled The ing of responsibilities rather than SUVs.
This country was founded upon the belief that rights and privileges
Shape of the River: Long-term Consequences of Considering Race in
College and University Admissions, it seems the line between those who must never be divorced from their attendant responsibilities; that for a
democracy to function and thrive, education must certainly be present,
remember and those who forget may fall along a racial divide.
Conducted by two former Ivy League presidents, the study documents but its recipients must go forth from the ivory tower—not into evermore
the records and experiences of many thousands of students over twenty elaborate castles of self-indulgence, but back into society with the deyears at the nation's elite colleges and universities, concluding that affir - sire, knowledge and skills to solve social problems.
Many students today seem to have forgotten this crucial relationship.
mative action policies are crucial to an emerging black middle class and
The aristocracy is fattening itself while communities of the underpriviwhite students' appreciation for the value of integration.
One notable aspect of the study is a comparison of the percentage of leged lay to waste; and while we are in the midst of a fitness craze to
black and white graduates who have led community or social service ac- tone our bodies, we have forgotten to trim the fat from our principles.
The authors hope their work will be at the forefront of a liberal countivities since college. While the figures vary depending upon factors such
as type of advanced degree, they indicate that blacks are consistently more teroffensive seeking to redefine the affirmative action debate. But there
involved in community/social leadership than whites. Although the au- is something more to be gleaned from their accomplishment, something
thors limit their observations here to affirmative action policy, a larger that speaks to everyone on all sides of the debate.
It is a call to reexamine our understanding of the privileges of higher
and perhaps more significant social critique is implicit.
While there is contention as to why race-based policies are implemented, education and the responsibilities bound to them; to consider not just
how much we will make in the market but how well we will be able to
people agree that a high percentage of minorities come from disadvantaged social locations. That is to say, they don't have access to the same serve; to recognize that the price tag on our degrees pales in comparison
resources that whites do (noting that class stratification exists within races). to the one we will pay if we do not learn to see beyond ourselves.
KRISTINE KALANGES

UPS' literary
magazine

MONDAY NIGHT
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submissions of any
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Not Ready for
the LSAT?
Call the man in the picture.

I'm Steven Klein, LSAT
specialist. Eleven years and
3000 students later, I don't
think anybody knows more
about this test or knows how to
teach it better than I do. That's
why I still teach my own
classes. That's why you should
call me.
My nine week course features
36 hours of class time with
weekly help sessions and 5
mock exams for the reasonable
price of $695.
I can answer any LSAT
question - let me prove it. Call
now for a free seminar.

524-4915
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ENGINE HOUSE N9 9
Restcitirint d2 erewery
-Grab your friends $6 Brewery Fresh Pitchers during the games
Great food + Pint specials
All ages welcome for lunch and dinner
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Some things change. . . most stay the same
-

• The coffee shop has been renamed
"Diversions Cafe"..,

• UPS continues to "divert" our attention from the fact that it feeds students directly into the jaws
of heartless multinational corporations bent on global conquest (i.e. Starbucks, Coca-Cola, AT&T).
However some credit is due to the university for maintaining its diversity policy at all levels.

• The freshman class is one of the most
dynamic and brightest EVER...

• Party trains of 'shmen can still be found wandering the North End in search of "Something and
Alder."

• How about that shiny new SUB (Class of '02: • Confused students returning from study abroad may find it useful to orient themselves around the
read as Wheelock Student Center)?...
bagel kiosk which hasn't moved an inch. According to high-ranking SUB officials the bagel kiosk
is load-bearing. Moving it could potentially cause gallons of toxic sludge to pour through the
ceiling of student media offices in the basement.
• The servery was redesigned to minimize the
theft of food...

• Fear not faithful readers. At this very moment I have a crack team of Tacoma middle-school
youths performing a "comprehensive analysis" of potential holes in SUB security. Stay tuned to
the Combat Zone for more information.

• Kudos to the consulting firm which advised
UPS to eliminate that fifty percent of campus
covered by unsightly parking lots..,

• Where the hell is everybody supposed to park? Hel-lo! Courageously, Security Services continues
to pursue parking violators. Moreover, campus renovations have yet to include covered bicycle
parking, thus encouraging students to drive their shiny-new sport-utility vehicles the measly three
blocks to campus.

• The ToddlPhibbs parking lot is now the New
and Improved Todd Field, complete with its
own piazza and web of sidewalks...

• Despite the fact that every sidewalk leads directly to the Music Building (the obvious hub of
campus) rather than anywhere useful, students should be honored to have walkways designed by
M.C. Escher.

•"Dude" is coming back with a vengeance...

•"Like," unfortunately, is still with us.

Kappa Sigma has packed its bags...

• The question remains: What place does the Greek system have at a tiny liberal arts institution?

• Once again, the Student Diversity Center has
been relocated...

• The administration continues to marginalize the efforts of dedicated and concerned students.
Meanwhile, we can all look forward to at least one graffiti incident/hate crime per semester being
swept under the carpet by a loosely organized open-microphone forum. Is anyone else sick of the
phrase, "I'm not a racist, but ... ?"

• The Combat Zone is back in its rightful
place...

• The Combat Zone, your weekly dose of satire, cynicism, opinions, and love. On the back cover
since 1942.

PARKINGC'MYSIS: DAY 24
Vear fDiarq,
Tht1a!/ I circledT9'iLorth Lawrence 9lvenue twenty-five times
before I couldfindTa parking space widTe enough for m,y Land'QoVer.
9tltiwugh it would' tak,e me less than 4q1it minutes to walk, to campus 1
I was fifteen minutes late for class. Not only &dT I not have time to bu,y
I
my triple-siwt. hazelnut, half-skim, half-two-percent mociaccino, but
had to share a ilesk, with that guy who carries around a k,itciien sink..
'untiltoilay I thought there was nothing worse than a two-hour
5cience in ConteXt lecture.
I came back, after class just in time to catch three fifteen yearold's on inline sk,ates trzjing to cut of/my izooul ornament. Fortunately I
spotted aflash4qht-wieluling Security Services member sprinting
toward's us. But then she stoppetlsudTdTenly to write up a parking tick,et
and those d'elinquent pulc,es got away. When will this insanity end?
The Combat Zone is intended as a satirical work and, as such,
has been set apail from the rest of this paper. The views and
opir1ons expressed by the Combat Zone do not necessarily
reflecr
c of The Puget Sound Trail, ASUPS, Peer Gynt, or
the University of Puget Sound But they sho uld
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